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VOL. V1I.-NO.

HOLLAND,

35.

Llvsrv ani Salt Staklet.

She Holland Sity

gca-s.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

Produce, Etc.

class

15®

Applet, fHraxlre! ................ $
VTIBBELINK, J. II., Livery and Sale Stable; Bcana, Y bushel ...................1 5u
Office of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
Butter, Y to ....................
street,near Market.
Clover seed, Y lb ..................
•
'
Kggs, Y dozen ...................
OFFICE:
LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.
Wagenoaken ani BUokialthi.
Hutoey,
.......................
Hay, Y ton .......................
8 00
Onlous.
Y
bushel
................
0. 7.
Editor and Pnbliiher. I'VlJKEMA J.
C. Wagon aud Blacksmith
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Potatoes. Y bushel ...............
TUV8 Or 81788CSXPTIOM:-t2.00per7uiia
adunc*. ing done. Eighth Street a lew doors west of River. Timothy Seed, Y bushel ...........

PUBLIBBED EVEKY SATURDAY AT

-

SOLUM GIK,

MGSM

DOESBUBG,

A

L/

X«at Xarkiti.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
IIUTKAU A VAN Z»EREN, New Meat MarOne aqaareof tenUnca, (nonpareil,) 75 cents X3 ket,nearcornerEighth and Fish Street. All
for Ural insertion, and to cepta for each subse- kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
quent insertion for any period under three
IT'UITE.J.,Dealer In all kinds of mests and
nonths.

2
3 “

I 1 T.

1Y

“

Stave*, pork, white oak

vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

®
............

®
50
@

I

“

V

®

Beef, dre.-sedper lb .............
...............
....... 4
|)0ST, HKNRY D., Real KsUte and Insurance Pork,
Agent, Notary Public aud Conveyancer; Col- Lard ............. ........... ...... 8
Smoked
Meat
...................
lections, made In Hollandand vicinity.

" “

L

Michigan Lake Shore R. B.

Taken

Effect, Tuesday Jan.

1878.

1,

*• Ham

....................

“

ALSU,

H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
Shoulders .............
v
and Insuranco Agent. Office, Vxty Drug Tallow, per lb .....................
Store,bth street.
....... 9
Tnrkoys. “ ...................
\

17

»

Chickens, dressed per

Isave

Arrive at
Holland,

Trains.

14
«•

1

4 1

11.55 a. m.
i 9.85 p. m.

44

New

\

• t

T. K., Physician;residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.

|> K8T, R. B. & L. E., Surgeous and Physicians.
Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich.

H. C.

I

1.05 a.m.
12.15 “
5 10
# 11 00 a. m.
8 25 p. m. { 9.45 “
2.40

“

}

>i

••

*

ii

Physicianand Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh aud River street opposite

Lj

MATRAU,

CHICAGO

d

XICHISAH LAEE

OCHOUTEN,

p m.

D. ID.

800
7
7
8
0

25
15
90
33

507
8 55

E. C.

STATIONS.
Muskegon,
Ferryaburg,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon,

12 15
11 41
11 36
11 07
10 40
10 18
9 30

Phnjgrxpher.

1

w.
8 00

p.

Hollttud,
Fillmore,

Allegan,

2
2
3
3
4
5

a.

R. A. City Pnysician. Office at D.
K. Meengs’ Drug Store, Bth Street.

O

Oclog South.
No. 1,
No.

I

XX

83
38
18

7
8
8
9

50
40
50
40

45

11

15

15
00

11 45
1 15

&

Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R.
I. R. R. and L. 8. & M. S. for Plaiuweli, Kalama«oo. Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, «c., Ac.

PK ROLLER, G.

General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snud, Pipes, otc.; Eighth street.

X

J.,

IM

UOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
HL Notary Public; River street.

,

rpEN EYCK,

J„ Attorneyat Law mid Collecting
Agent. Office In Kenyon A Van Puttcu's bank
Eighth street.

X

U. b. oi I.
HARMONY LODGE, No 12, United Sons

AN PUTTEN JACOB,

Banking and Colleciiug, Drafts bought aud sold; Klglitn
9-ly

Barkan.

T

r\E G ROOT, L. harbor. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampooniug, halr-dyelng, etc., uone at rua
•enable rales. Barber shop next door to the City

Hotel.

Boot*

T_T

Xj

U-ly

ani Skoti-

EROLD, K.. Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,rtc..

Eighth street.

Van Brdgobn,

of

A. M.
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge*
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Nov.
It

7# o’clock, sharp.
David Bkrtsch, W. M.

Britxax, Sec'v.

special Notices.

est market price paid for wheat. Officd in Brick
store cor. Eighth A rlsh streets,Holland, Mich. 17
Dentist.

f'S EE, D. M., Dental Surgeou; residenceand oflice ou Eighth street, opposite Vau Raalte's
Shoe store.

VJ

C'URGUSON, B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performi
all operationsappertaining to DentistryIn
the best style of the art. Office, over B. P Higgins'
Art Gallery.

I?

Dragi ani Xtilclnti.

lYOESBURG. J.

O., Dealer in Drags and Mediclues, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phyaldan'a prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth at.

AJ

YfEBNGS, D.

R., Drug Store. Fine Drags, MedaYI Iclnes, Fanty Goods, Toilet Articles and Pce
fumerles. River street.

NOTICE.
The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
services afi'a Physician,Surgeon and Ac
coucheur toJ the public 'at large, and
whereas he pays particularattention to
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he bus
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
City oi Holland, on Saturday of each week,
where be can be consulted from 0 a. m.
until 4 p. m.
L. E. BEST, M. D.

Overysel Sept 22,
—

N. K.

clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Bbro’s Family Medicines;Eighth St.

WALSH HRBER, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
vv full stock of goods appertaining to the business.
rnralturi,

H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Furnltnre.Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames etc.: River street.

\TAN PUTTEN G„

Dialin.

--

J.

;

caddy Lard can

Harrington. This

the

and best Lard for family use in the

is it that

beam

of intelligence

—N.

and planted the seeds of enmity.

He

has

made

Y. World.

the kind indulgent father

Elk in Harneii.

•

He

has transformed (he

kind

Mr. A. H. Moore’s span of elk attracted

affection

ate mother into a very fiend of brutish

in-

much

attention on the grounds recently;

Their

names are Dexter and

Dasher.

Dexter weighs 510 pounds and Dasher 500

pounds. They are two
well broken

to

years old each,

harness, and, Mr, Moore

says, are so well trained that a
drive

woman can

them. They were captured on Rice

River, eight miles south of Fargo, Dakota,

them hovels in exchange.

five

days old.

It is

an easy

He

matter for them to travel sixteen miles

has filled our streets

lame use Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold
by D. R. Meengs, H. Walsh, W. Van

cliarity—yea, all that is lovely and of good

Pullen and

report—

J.

O. Doeshunr.

the velvety stage.— Sf. Paul (Minn.) Globe.

How

to Sill $

Tapeworm

In an Hour,

Dr. Karl Bettelhelm,of Vienna, narrates, in the Deutsches Arehiv, a heroic

method and nearly sure cure

in

the short

space of time of three quarters of an hour

to two hours. It Is this: He inserts a
and given despair,infidelity,en- tube in the (esophagus,lo the stomach,
mity, and all the emotions and deeds of and pours down from 200 to 400 grammes
wickedness.
of a very concentrateddecociionof pomeHe has banished Christ from the heart, granate root, having previously bad bis
and created hell within it.
patient last for 24 hours. The worm is
He has wrecked and enfeebled the stupefied, and passed, head and all, to n
bodies, shattered and destroyedthe minds, certainty; the patient has no sickness of
Imperiled and damned the sooli of ojr the stomach, and no nauseous swallowing
fellow
...**o
to do; and the drug is cheap.— ifed. and
These are counts of indictment. Let 8urg. Reporter, j

i

men.

is rich

-

Ho* HaoXakon

Free of Charge,

a

Trial Bottle of Dr. King's California Golden Compound free of charge and note the
speedy and wonderful effect this remedy will
have ou your disease and which w ill show
you what u regular one dollar size bottle
will do. Dr. King's CaliforniaGolden
Compound has not made a failure in a single instance,we therefore offer to give it
to you free before you buy, knowing that
U sustainsour recommendation every time.
Had it not the retd intrinsicmerit it would
be ruinous to us to make tbis offer.

Georgia Copper.

A

Bi&ei Out.

few weeks ago some one picked up

what he thought to be

a green

rock on the

oi Mrs. Arnold, in the Flat
Woods. It was turned over to Mr. W. B.
Brightwell, who sent the same to an experienced mineralogist,who wrote him

plantation

pronouncing it the purest and

men

finest speci-

of copper ore he ever saw aouth of

A

Lake Superior, and says there must be a
mine near where it was
found.
He
Intends
to visit the spot and
with outriders, postilions,all in blue livery
and sliver bands, announced the august try to discover the mine. Oglethorpe is
presence of the head of the Republic, very rich in minerals of all kinds.—
Marshal MacMabon,theDukeof Magenta, thorpe (Ga.) Echo.
the excitement became soon apparent.

grand equipage, drawn by four

in grand state tenue, not

a

horses, very valuable

whit less gor-

Current

geous and imposing than that what Paris

was accustomed

to see

under the Empire,

although Napoleon III frequently drove

that

Ben

report in Washington says

Butler

has iu bis possession a

great mass of telegrams relating to the

and
South
Carolina,
which
show
that
the
A Remarkable Result,
horse trap." with only a small “tiger” sit“visiting statesmen,”in spite of their
ting behind him. This display of repubIt makes no difference bow many Phydenials, were in full communication with
sicians,or how much medicine you have lican magnificenceled us to reflectingon
the returning boards throughout the fraudhimself about the city in

now

an establishedfact that
the only remedy which
has given complete satisfactionin severe
cases of Lung Diseases. It ia true there
are yet thousands of persons who are predisposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
Consumption, Hemorrhages,Asthma, Severe Colds settled on the Breast, Pneumonia, Whooping Cough, &c., who have
no personal knowledge of Boschee’aGer
man Syrup. To such we would say that
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
one complaint. Consumptives try just one
bottle. Regular size 70 cents. Sold by
all Druggistsin America.
tried, it is

German Syrup

is

a

modest “one

electoralcount in Louisiana,Florida,

the real difference between the Republic

There
new in all this, for the whole
than in reality? At all events, we look in
country has been convinced from the bevain for the great- social reform so loudly
ginning that tbe visitors were in fact
promised by the professors of “Equality.”
engineering the work of tbe returning
and the Empire.

Is it not

more

in

name

ulant manipulutlouof the returns.
is

France

is

nothing

still a nation of ranks, titles and

orders. Every form snd mark of nobility
recognized under the reign of Kings and

boards.

It is

understood that Butler will

turn his carload of dispatches over to the
Potter committee before

its

final adjourn-

—

we always find nice fresh

Call.

lost about $100 worth of grapes by thieves,

While coughs and colds are very prex relics of feudalism,and of the art of begused buckshot instead of
Give him aient, we recommend a trial of Young’i ging as one ol ihe industries. — Paris Amerman.
I icon Register.
Cough and Lung
tf
32-tf

Candles at “Case’s? Because he has large

General DealurH. in Dry sales and takes small profits.
Goods, Groceries. Crockery,Hats and Caps,
a
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River *t.

Y

is

down. He
The

the smoking room

into

Emperors exists under the Republic toment.
day. How unlike all this to the “model
United States.
Republic” of Washington I Perhaps when
“Punch" says that a Yankee baby will
For a beautiful lot of Bleached and Un*
France gels a “Simon pure” Republic
crawl out of his cradle, take a survey of
blenched Sheetings,from 1 yard wide to
no propheticallusion lo M. Jules Simon- il, Invent an improvement, and apply for
2]^ yards, go to the cheap cash store of
At the City Bakery you will find a full all these relics and gewgaws of royalty
a patent before he is six months old.
E.J. ‘HARRINGTON.
supply of Cakes, Cookies and Crackers, will be swept away, and with them the
which are warranted to be fresh.
F. W. Loudon, of Janesville, who had
octroi and pourborlenuisance, which are
finest

Why

Omni

1878.

-••**-

Fairbanks tin

\7<AN PUTTEN, W?*., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- be found at E.

Y

-

the steamer went

ed our courts.

at Hcber Walsh’s Drug Store and get

F.

nEACH BRO'B, CommissionMerchants, and
13 dealers In Grain, Flour and Pro luce. High-

JA

bus taken the

f.'it* .1
On glancing at the street from our winspecial invitation is extended to all
l o. of o. r.
suffering humanity who are afflicted with dow in the Rue Scribe, a few days ago, we
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
Dyspepsia,Indigestion, Constipation, Sick noticed a sudden arrest of the crowd on
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, liollaud Mich., on Tuesday Evening Headache. Loss of Appetite, Coming up
of each week
of Food, Low Spirits,Drowsiness,Yellow the sidewalk,and all heads were turned in
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
Complexion, General Debilily, Liver Com one direction,indicating the occurrence
VV. Butkau, N. G.
plaint, Jaundice and Biliousnessto cal! of some important event. The cause of
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.

O.

Yf EYER,

reel with folly.

they had been engaged In

if

when

then went

A

6, at

•

it

Two

A. McDonald,President.
R. S.

Xtrckant.

Comfflliiioo

thought, dethroned reason, and made

prayer

Wells’ Persian Perlume “Hackmctack”
and fragrant try it. Sold by D. the world judge of the truth.
Industry,meets At their Hall over, Krniscuga's
R.
Meengs,
H. Walsh, W. Van Pullen and
StfLKCTED.
Store, every Saturdayevening.
J. O. Doeeburg.
Visiting brothers cordiallyiuvlted.
D.

xJ

hands, as

is absolutely without an equal,

Sold by I). R. Meengs, H. Walsh, W.
Van Pullen and J. O. Doesburg.

Banking and Exchange.

Y
street.

kneeling and holding each other by the

has entered the brain, the temple of

an
and
highways
hour
and
have
two
men
and
a buggy, and
cun cure yourself. It has established the
it is said they can travel one hundred
fact that Consumption can he cured, while with violence and lawlessness.
lor Coughs, Bronchitis, Whoopi n* Cough,
He has complicated our laws aud crowd miles as easy as a horse team can fifty.
Asthma, and all ol her diseases of Throat
Their antlers are in what the hunters term
With Shiloh’s Consumption Cure you

11

River street.

'17

disease and death.

He has stolen men’s palaces, and given when four or

You must Cure that Cough,

Have you Dyspepsia,are you constipaTOSLIN A BREY.MAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, ted, have you a Yellow skin, Loss of Apfj and dealers in Faucy Goods; Coruer of Mar- petite, Head Ache, if so, don’t fail to use
ket aud Eighth Street.
Shiloh's Syslem Vitaiizer. It is guaranteed to relieve you, and will you continue
to suffer w hen you can he cured on such
terms as these. Price 10 cts. and 75 cts.

at

enter the

* He

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,

Vatehci and Iivclry.

Attorney*.

sufficient courage lo

He has taken vitality from the blood, cutin. There he found the women who
and filled it with poison and the suds of were passengers on that ill-fatedship

He

and Lungs,

IGUINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gallery oppositethis office.

horror, and it was some time before he

gained

and made them weak and totering.

V

FRED. II. MAY, Manager.
Liavinwouth,Qen'l FrdgM Agent.

IfC BRIDE, P. II., Attorney and Counselor
ivl Law, and Proctor In Admiralty.No.

has taken strength from the limbs,

He has filled to overflowing houses of
doses will relieve vour child of Croup,
correction
and penitentiaries.
it is pleasant to take and perfectlyharmless to the youngest child, and no mother
He has |>eop!ed with his multitudesour
Saddler*.
can afford to be without it. You can use
poor-houses.
l/AUPELL, II., Manufacturer of aud dealer iu two thitds of a botile and if what we say
He has straitened us for room in our inliaruess, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; is not true we will refund the price paid.
Eighth street.
Price, 10 cts. 50 cts. aud $1.00 per bottle. sane asylums.
If your lungs are sore or chest or back
Ho has taken away faith, hope, and
Tobacco and Cigars.
I

m.

He

carnation.

Grand Haven Bail Bead.

Qoiag North.
4. No. 2.

comeliness pended in the water. The rush of water
from the face, and left it ill shaped and carried them toward him, and they appeared to be alive. He stepped back in
bloated.

He has taken beauty and

has made obedientsons and daughSells Tickets to principal polnta in the United
X-J office at
Sta’es am) Canada. Through hills ol Lading issued
ters the breaker of hearts and the destroy
& M. L. 8. R. R. crossing.
and rates g-.ven for freight to all points east and
west. Information as to routes and connections ers of homes.
II C CULLOCH THUS., Physician and Surgeon.
for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
having permautly located iu Uoilauu, can
He has taken the luxuries from off the
checrfu.ly furnished at the
be louiulat Win. Van Putten's Drug More. Cuds
table, and compelledmen to cry on acmade iu city aud couutry day or ulgbt. Acme
and Cbroulc diseases successfullytreated.Consulcount of famine, and to beg for bread.
•7-lT
tation
14-lw

free.

Taken Effect, lucxiay, Oct. 1, 1878.

the cheek, and placed there the reddish the cabin door was opened, the first thing
he saw was two women lully dreised sushue of the wine cup.

a brute, a tyrant, a murderer.

8., Physician and Sntgeou;
residence, on Eighth atreet, near Chi.

JA

No.

6

T EDEBOER, F,

Mixed trains
Dally except Sunday aud Monday.
X Daily except Saimday.
1 Mondays ouly.
All other i rains daily except Sundays.
All trains on thia road, will be run by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus VI ORRIS, 8. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office,
time.
Ivlai resi euce, ou Tweltih si., aud at H. Walsh's
Drug Store.
•

t

water?”

The cabin was in the wildest disorder.
a s
Irom out of the eye, and left in exchange Chairs and tables were turned upside
<a 4*
down, bottleswere scattered about, and
the stupid stare of idiocy and dullness.
a
ir>10
He has taken cunning from the hands, the men lay on the floor as if they had
@ 9
® 6
aud turned them from deeds of useful- perished during a dnmken revel. Most
® 6
ness to become instrumentsof brutality of them had pistols in their hands. Scenes
rClO
like this are common in sunken vessels
and murder.
He has broken the ties of friendship, which carry passengers down with them.”

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

T EDEBOKR. B.
public square.

Chicago.
,,

«•
!•

5.25 a. it.
3.85 p. m.

&

Buffalo

................

A NNIS,

13

p.m.

9.25

I 15 a. m.

f 5.15 “
3.80 p.m.

Muskegon, Pentwaier
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a. m.

44

lb

PhyileiA&i

Holland,

Grand Rapids.

*t.

The W. C. T. U. hold weekly meetings companies see

He

Keats, Etc.

Hourr Publici

tc

®.

“

new

Chicago

“In the course of your life you must
have seen a great many things under

“
“

x1 “

fail $oaite.

a Elver Sees.

“The divers who work for wrecking
many curious things, and
have
very
strange
experiences.I will
on
Wednesday
afternoon,
of
each
week
at
Y
...
8:80 p. m., at Hope Church.
give you one instance by way of illustra35
40
tion. You remember the wreck of the
125
Indictment of Sing Alcohol.
Atlantic, on the coast of Maine? Well,
Wool, Y & ......................
John
O’Neil, the Easiport(Mo.) diver, was
Wood, SUvei, Etc,
The history of King Alcohol is a histordwood, maple, dry ....................$2 50
employed
to raise the bodies. He made
tory of shame and corruption, of cruelly
•• green ...................
8 00
several
descents,
but failed to open the
beach, dry ................. 2 00 and crime, of rage aud ruin.
*• green ............... 1 75
He has taken the glow of health from cabin doors. At last he succeeded. As
Hemlock Bark ..................... @4 00
18
1®
12

V

1

347.

.

..............®10 00
SUves, Tierce,
12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @ 2 54
Heading holta, hardwood ............ ...... 2 75
5 00 1 8 (10
1 Square ............... 850
17 AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
8 00 10 00
.................. 5 0"
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Stave bolts, softwood ....... ............... 2 25
Stave bolts, hard wood .................... 8 00
................ 8 00 10 00 | 17 00 and twine; 8th street.
M Column ................10 00 17 00 | 25 00
Railroad ties ................................
10
25
00
40
0u
•• ................. 17 00
Shingles, A Ym .....................
2 00
Xannfactorlei,
XiUi,
Skopi,
Ite.
40
00
|
fi5
00
.................. 25 00
Grain, Food, Etc.
Yearly adtrertlsershave the privilege of throe flEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer In Wheat, white Y bushel ......
80
80
changes.
40
XX Agricultural Iinplemeuts;commissiouagent Corn, shelled Y bushel
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three for Mowing Machines- cor. 10th & River street.
Oats, Y bushel ....................
25
Buckwheat. Y bushel .............
50
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Noticea of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub- OAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors Bran, Y ton ....................... H 00
of Piwgger Mlllt: (Steam Saw and Flour Feed. Y ton ......................18 00
lished whitout charge for subscribeis.
Y 100 th .....................120
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
An Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote
Bariev, Y 100 1h ................... 1 20
(he expiration of the Bubscrlptiou.Two ZZ sig17ERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the Middling. Y 100 tb ................. 85
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- Flour. Y 100 tb ..................... 2 37*
t#** All advertising bills collectable quarterly. ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Pearl Barley, Y 100 tb ..............3 00
4 00

.

| 8 n. | 6

What

NO.

®

PHOMPTLT AND NKATLT DONI.

JOB PBIKTINQ

.

®
®
®
&
®
®
®

VAN

WHOLE

1878.

W.

30

®

ii

12,

This space belongs to tha Woman's
Christian Tampsmnos Union.

Gbit gtarhftjs.

J)OONK II„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
13 and barn on Market street. Everythingfirst-

WMKLTMW8PAPBE,

A

MICH.,

v

Syrnp.

peas, and bit his

an

since 1857, when this concern also suspended.

MICHIGAN ITEMS.
about 200 feet, and all of the machinery
failuto has caused great excitement
throngbontVbotland and in the London Stock
was thrown bStbf tlie Mil, yet, strange
There are a number of students in
to say, though' half-a-dflfen were at work
Advices ftom Nashville, Tenn., re- Exchange, where there was a heavy fall in
Scotch railwaysecurities in consequence of the the Normal School from outside the
in the mill, two near the boiler and the
port that Deputy United States Revenue Col- pressure of Scotch holders to sell '
State.
other four just over if, not one was parlector Phillipslias returned from a raid in
It is announced from Rome that “the
Thomas Hill, of Jackson, has be«h ticularly hurt. The damage to tho mill
Overton, Jackson, Fentress and Putnam
counties. Several illicit distillerieswore de- negotiations between Germany and the Vatican appointed engineer of the new Stale will probably be about $1,000.
stroyed, ranking in value from $100 to $300. have failed Princo Bismarck’s ultimatum of Capitol.
Clare county to-day contains more
Near Livingstonthe revenue officers encountered obedience to tho May laws was refused by the
The cider-pressman and the phono- pine timber, perhaps, than any other
an armed force of the enemy, and a battle en- deposed Bishops in the letter addressed to the
sued, in which four distillersare reported to Pope. Tho Bavarianand Austrian Nuncios graph
iph man do the Michigan fairs to- county in the Lower Peninsula, roughly
have boon killed and several wounded.
have been intrusted with a confidential mission gether.
country.

^{ollaiirf ^ilo
HOLLAND

MICHIGAN.

CITY,

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,
Carl

THE EAST.
Triacca and .fntlion?De-

J.
grieff,New York

The

The

estimated at 1,500,000,000 feet. It

Collectorof. Internal Revenue at

'

The

Little Rock has discoveredfour illicitdistilleries nothing*, and the Vatican cannot yield all with-

importers, have been arrested

........

fi}

the
large body of pine

village of Climax hasn’t a saloon owing, principally, to the nature of

within its limits,but then it has three location that such a

in that State, but so well fortified that he is un- out alienatingits most faithful partisans.
drug-stores.
timber standing so close to ohr great
oo warrants charging them with conspiringto able to seize them. They are surrounded with
dispatch
tho
F. W. Chambers, of Alamo, has taken lumber markets has remained thus long
destroy doenmentary evidenceof frauds perpe- rifio-pits, and the employes armed with death- British movement against Afghanistau will beimmediately....
Since tho
• • • •*J***w
mu beginning
uuguiuiUKof the 150 pounds of honey from one swarm of comparatively untouched, being situated
trated against the Government Other arrests dealing rifloa Ho has telegraphedto Wasliing- gin “‘**“*v^***^V
occupationof Bosnia and Herzegovina,tL,
tuo Ausare to follow, and it is said that before the end ton for reinforcements.
at the extreme headwaters of Chippewa,
bees this summer.
trians have lost 4,000 mon in engagementswith
is reached many prominent men, ranking as
Tittabawassee
riverstho rebels. . .Accordingto a Berlin newspaper.
high as Senators and Congressmenand as low
John Willisie, of Forestville, fell off
streams too small, shallow
rapid to
as departmentattachesat Washington, will bo
Fires
An entire business block at Prof. Potermaun,the geographer,committed his wagon and was instantly killed.
seriously compromised.
make log-running a paying, if practicaEaston, Mcl, loss $100,000; tho ferry-boat snicidoin consequence of domestictroubles. was intoxicated.
His father and brotherdied in the same manner.
ble,
‘
frightful railroad accident is re- Union, at FisbkilL N. Y., loss $120 000; six
Will Carleton having spent the seaof heavy commercial failbusiness
blocks
in
Palestine,
Tex.,
loss
$115,000;
ported from Boston. The disaster occurred at
Michigan Financed.
Scotland,
a hotel and several small buildings at St Jo- ures have followedthe collapse of tho City of son in England, Ireland
Wallaston Heights,a station on the Old Colony
following
is a statement of the
seph, Mo., loss $20,000.
has returned to Michigan. *
Glasgow Bank— among them Smith, Fleming
railroad,fire miles from the city. A train of
receipts
and
disbursements
at the State
Ctrille Dion, the celebratedbilliard Co. (London).East India merchants, With liaGoadby, of Hudson, is certain
twenty-two cars, crowded with 'excursionists
Treasurer’s office of Michigan for the
bilities of $10,000,000, and Potter, Wilson A Co.
returningfrom a boat race, while proceeding at player, is dead.
that he has in his possession a lock of
(Glasgow),ship-owners and colonial merchants,
year ending Sept. 80,
Balance
a twenty-mile rate over an emlwinkment. flew
United
States
Marshals
Potet
and
whose
liabilitiesare placed at $3,000,000.... the hair of Napoleon Bonaparte.
the track and the whole train tumbled ip. indison hand Sept. 30, 1877, $609,771.23;reAlbanians
murdered another
Patrick
was caught stealing
criminateconfusionto the bottom of the ditch. Matthews have just arrested, in Wayne county,
........

'

•
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Five or six of the coaches were badly wrecked W.,Va., Henry L Maitland. P. B. Maitland,
Over a dozen people were killed outright, Henry McNally and Miles Elkins, wlio belong
several others received fatal injuries, and about te a gang of counterfeiters who have boert oper•100 were seriously wounded.
ating in that section for some time. Scales,
molds, stamps and some counterfeit cpin were
THE WEST.
found in their possession ____ Ten thousand peoThe trail of the savage Cheyennes, ple witnessedthe boat race at Lachino,Canada,
moving northwardfrom the Kansas Pacific to between Hanlan, the Canadian,and Courtney,
tho American oarsman. The former won by
the Union Pacific railroad,is marked with two boat-lengtha
blood. A dispatch from the West reports that
The Pension Office in Washington
twenty-fivedead bodies had been brought into
Buffalo station, and thirty-three found in an gives notice to whom it may concern that the
adiacent region. It is behoved that their desti- servicesof pension-lawyers and claim -agents
nation is Rod Cloud Agency, where they hope are of no value whatever in advancing tho into surpriseand capturethe* garrison. .
terests of applicants for pensions. The bureau
Another Chicago policeman lias been furnishesblanks that cover the whole business,
on application, and they can l>o filled by any
murdered— shot down by a thief in a crowded notary public, without help of tho professedexstreet at an early hour in the evening,the deed perts.

have

Miles

Turkish Pasha and his escort of 156
beer at Bay City, and put in jail. The
officersand men, tho offense consisting in bearing to the town of Podogritza the news that it next day he died of delirium tremens.
would have to be turned over to the MonteneRalph Crabbe, a prominent ins^urance
grins.
man of Bay City, was knocked down
The Bank of Mona, a local branch of
on a street in Detroit and robbed of
the City of Glasgow Bank in tho Isle of Man, $2,500.
I
held from $1,500,000to $1,750,000 of deposits,
Marble of the finest quality and of
about all tho spare money in the island, ana
many persons are left destitute... Jbord all colors, shades and combinaticjDs,is
Chelmsford, formerly Lord Chancellorof En- found in inexhaustible quantities * near
gland,. is dead.
Marquette.
Kingston,Jamaica, advices give some
E. J. Engle’s residence in Berlin,
particularsof the negro insurrection in Santa
Ionia county, was destroyed by lightCruz: ‘•The firing of cano-fioldsin Santa
Cruz has been renewed. A largo number of ning the other day. The inmates esinsurrectionistshave been shot A French caped unharmed.
'

_

.

'Pl.n

A special correspondent of

the Chi-

cago Time* telegraphsfrom Hayes City, Kan.,
particulars of the terrible massacre by Cheyenne Indiansin Decatur county,Kansas: The
depredations were found to have been worse
and more sickening than at first reported. The
“

*‘i

house at Hamilton, Ontario, loss $55,000; a

Mr.

will

was

wounded, but will recover. The dead bodies of
eight children were found on the prairie bysconts.
Dr. Gochenaner was sent for to go to Beaver
creek, twenty miles north; but before starting a
courier arrived and reported thirteen dead in
that region, but not a wounded man. Every
victim's head was mashed with a tomahawk or
An ax. Settlers, with their families, have been
rallyinginto town from their claims to-day.

EBu^fourteenmiles

A

west, is full of

dispatch of the 8th

London and have now returned to Washington,
say that the sale of United States bonds on a
large scale has now practicallystopped in
England, as in the present condition of tho
money market no large loan can be placed
there. All the 4 per cents, now being sold are
taken in this country.

A general order,

women aud War Department, calls

from

inst.

Omaha says: “ The Cheyennes have scattered,
but Thornburgis still pursuing on tho largest
trail, and proposes to follow them to the end.
Hopes are entertained that the Cheyennes will
be intercepted . by Col Carleton,who
left Camp . Robinson - with 240 men. ”
.
Destructive iSrairio fltfes have been raging in
.

.

.

that section of Dakota Territorylying between
Jim river and tho Missouririfer. 'The destruction of property is large, (

just issued from the

the attention of officersof

the army to a secticp in the Army Appropriation
bill, passed at the last session of Congress,prohibiting the use of the army as a none comitatu*, except in such cases as may be expressly
authorized by the constitution or acts of Congress.... Clerks living in the Western States
employed in the Executive Departmentof the
Governmenthave been allowed ton davs’ leave
of absence to go homo to vioto, i j. Surgeon Gen.
Grier, of tho navy, has been retired from active
service, having attainedthe age of 62.

Tie Aife Fiendt

principal, $77,112.93;

est, $3,459.35;

swampland, inter-

University,

principjil,

'

$4,575.33; University, interest, $7,227;
Agricultural College, principal, $9.619.99; Agricultural College, interest.

566.30; telegraph companies, specific
James Michael, the first man ever taxes, $2,034.60; express companies,
specific taxes, $1,326; interest and presentenced to State prison from Erunet
mium on United States 4* percent,
county, knocked down Deputy Sheriff
bonds, $13,658.21 ; tolls from St. Mary’s
Smith and escaped. He was afterward
canal, $20,921.13.

rearrested.

The

muscle, necessary to create $100,000,000
of value, into ashes and smoke. Assuming the labor that -producedthis value
to be worth $3 per day, this loss is the
loss of more than the combined labo
of ' 100,000 men for one entire } ear
Then, too, it must be rememberedtha
this is surplus production. It has been
accumulated by producers after earning
livelihoods for themselves and families,
and paying their share of the cost of
government and their proportion of the
burdens of society. It would require,
then, the labor of 100,000 men for
twenty years to replace by surplus production this annual loss. It is not only
so much wealth subtracted from the resources of the country, but it is the loss
of the productive power of so much Japi-

The Synod

sionary.

down

figures

of

liabilitiesput

are $50,000,000. This enormous
loss will fall mainly on despositors, the
practice of depositing money in banka
being universal in Scotland, even more
so, perhaps, than in this country. The
bank-note circulationis comparatively

:

;

advertising tax

County Treasurers,

Shuttleworth, a Corunna jew- conducting tax sales, $10,238.07.'
dynamite carDuring the fiscal year which closed
tridge, and it exploded. Both hands
Sept. 30 the bonded debt of tho State
were lacerated and his head cut some- was reduced $432,000. The present
what.

A black bear weighing 400 pounds
was shot recently in the city of Flint.

came from the' north woods.
Considerable excitementwas caused by

It

condition of the debt

is as follows
I.VTKBE8T-BEARIHO
BONDR.

Sanlt canal bonda. S’s. due July

.

.

.

:

1879. .$ 46,000.00
Jan. 1,
DW .................................. 591.000.00
War-bounty loan bonda, 7’a, due May 1,
1890 ..........................
899,000.00

Two-millionloan bonda,

1,

6*b, due

the affair.

The

Total

................................
$936,000.00

Standing Committee of the DioNON-INTEBE8T-BEABINODEBT.
cese of Michigan (Episcopal) have de- Renewal loan bonds paat due..f 8,000.00
Adjustedbonda, due Jan. 1. '63. 3,000.00
cided that it would be inexpedient to $2i,000 part-paidfive-million
loan bonda, adjustable at
call a special contention for the election
$578.57 per $1,000..; ....... 12,149.97
of a Bishop.

A town called Edmore has sprang up
the place where the Stanton branch
of the Detroit, Lansing and Northern
and the Chicago, Saginaw and Canada
railroads meet.
at

$3,149.97

Total bonded debt ............ ...... $959,149.97

"“THE MARK?TSr
NEW YORK.
Beeves ...........................
$$.$0 $10 00
Hoob ..............................8«7)$$ 4 BP*
Cotton ............................
, lOfeti 10^
Flour— Superfine .............. 8 60 £ 3 85
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............96 $ 1 04
Cobn— Western Mixed .............47
49
Oats— Mixed ........ .. ........... 26
32
Rye— Western ........ ............. 57
60
Pobk— Mess ..........
......... 8 75 $ 9 2.r>

$
$

$

....

labd ..............................

CHICAGO.

,

Medium to

Fair

.......... 3

$
$
60 $
@
@

@
@
@
@
44 @

Rye-No. 2 ............
Babley-No. 2 ....................1 06
Buttkb — Choice Creamery......... 20
Eoos— Fresh ....................... 15
Pobk— Mess ........................
7 75
Labd ......................
........ 0
MILW AUKEE.
Wheat-No. .....................
00
No. 2 .....................
84
Cobn— No. .......................
83
Oats— No. ........................ 18
Rye-No. ........................
48
Babley-No.2 .....................1 W

@

@
@
@
@
@
@

2

1

CINCINNATI.
Red .....................
Cobn ................. ..........
..

88

88
22

@

T.arti .................. .......
.

6J.

TOLEDO.

1 04
85
84
19
44
1 04

$
$
@
@
&

@860

@
@
@

DETROIT.

i@

8

@
@
@
@

97
94

89

,0

21

@490

...............450
4 50
Wheat— No. 1 White ...............96
92
No. 1 Amber ..............
48
Corn— No. 1 ............
OATs-Mixed ...........
*8
Barley (per cental)..... ........... 1 25
*6
Pore— Meaa ............. ..... ... 9 75 @10
.....

@
«0
@ 93
@ 44
» 0 24
@260

.

..

EAST LIBERTY,PA. „
Cattle—

........ 4
......................8
Common ........ ...... .. 8
Hooa ............. ....... ........ 8
Sheet ..........................
... 8
Beat .........

.....

Fair

.

.

88
40
25
58

@
@850

Wheat— No. 1 White ...............94
94
No. 2 Red ................98
98
Corn ..............................
88
20
Oats— No. 2 ............
Flour— White

87
83
20.
48

@ W

50

POBK-Mesa .......................8840
40

45
1 07
25
16
7 90
6*4

@

1

Wheat—

85
72
85
19

@
@

2

Wheat-No. 9 Bed Fall ............86
86
82
Cobn— Mixed ......................
82
19
Oatb— No. 2 .....................
42
Rye .............................
Pobk— Mess ...................... 860
6
Labd: ...........................

5 25
8 00
4 10
65
6 50
5 00

@8

Hoos ....... ..T/T...-. .............. 2 50
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex. ... 4 75
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 4 75
Whea'D-No. 2 Spring ..............$8
No. 8 Spring ..............70
Cobn— No. 2 ...... a ................84
Oats— No. 2.'. ..................
:... 18

ST. LOUIS.

0%

^

Beeves— Choice (haded Steers..... 5 00
Cows aud Heifers ......... 2 00

-

.

of

C. H.

News from Bosnia through Servian it is stated that more than half the de- killed two good-sized bears last week.
deaths' Osyka. Miss., 3 deaths and 7 new cases:
Thibodeaux,La., 16 new cases, no deaths; channels shows that tho insurgentsand the posits in the Scotch banks are in sums They used to come around nights and
Turkish forces have become convinced that tho of $50 to $1,000— -the banks practically
bear down heavy on his garden truck.
jjuuw, mi
Porto will not assist or countenance the rebel- serving as savings banks. — Chicago
In consequenceof this Lo brought his
Tangipahoa.
lion, and that therefore no further armed resist7^? --- .r- -- At nearly all these ance will bo made to the Austrians, Large Tribune.
rifle to bear oh them, and their skins
points the weather was reportedwarm, with no
numbers of the rebels have taken refuge m Two Hundred and Five Black-Birds at now adorn his wigwam.
now prospect of frost, tho only enemy that Servia, where they were disarmed. .The InCharles Gbannis has been arrested
One Shot
ternationalPeace Congress ended at Paris
Dan Newman, of Sierra valley, Cal., in Gilead for snaring dneks on a lake
Dispatches from Memphis of Oct 8 oo tho 2d inst, after a sitting that
was not altogether peaceful On tho contrary, killed 205 black-birdsby emptying only there, contrary to the Game laws. He
report the fever subsiding in that city, but the
it was somewhat confused and occasionally
most gloomv accounts were sent up from tho stormy. Hi Bratianodefended Ronmaniaener- two barrels from a shot-gun into a flock and his brother have been engaged in
rural districts, where the plague seemed to geticallyagainst tho reflections of one of tho of them the other day. This may ap-1 this business for several years, and durhave received a fresh impetus. In Memphis,
pear a rather improbablestory, but it is ing the time have snared thousands of
for the preceding twenty-four hours, there
vouched for by half a dozen or so relia- ducks, shipping them to New York,
were 26 deaths and 97 new canes. pro
In New Orleans there were 41 deaths Dupree attacked* the Vatican in of- ble witnesses. The birds were huddled where' they claim to get $2.50 a pair
and 115 new cases, and the disease spreading. fensive terms, and was stopped by together in a grain field where a thresh- alive. From New York they are sent to
At Greenville, Miss., the fever was on the (io- the President.
.Foreign dispatchesannonnoo ing machine had shortly before been in England.
dine, for want of material; total deaths, up to
that the CitT of Glasgow Bank had closed its
Alfred Peterson’s shingle-mill,at
that date, 268: out of 340 whites who had the doors. The liabilities reach the enormous operation,when Newman fired at them,
disease, 186 died ; of the negroes,82 died out of amount of $50,000,000. The bank was estab- and each shot seems to have brought Morley, Mecosta county, was totally
567 attacked. Holly Springs reported 2 deaths lished in 1839, and had fifty or sixty branches. down a separate victim.— Neuada City
wrecked by the explosion of the boiler
and 8 new cases. Vicksburg reported 4 deaths This is the heaviest bank failure m Scotland Transcript.
*
a few days ago. The boiler was thrown

*

House

eler, was fooling with a

Maiwachnaette held a convention, tho other day,
and, after nominatingWilliam A. Russell for
is dead. He was a recognized authority in Congress, adopted resolutions condemnatory of
/
base-ball and other sporting matters ....A To- Bntler and demanding his Instantresignation
of
tlie
seat
ho
holds
in
Congress.
. .The RepubMyron Potts, of Lexington, was fa*
peka (Kansas) dispMeh states that a band of
runaway Indians crossed tho Kansas Pacific track licans of Texas assembled in conventionat Daltally stabbed in a drunken affray by Del
sixty miles east of Hayes City, and, when eight or las, last week, and nominated a full ticket for small. The “British Encyclopaedia”
Graves the other day. Graves ‘used a
ten miles north of the station,came npon a lot State officers,headed by A. B. Morton for Govgives a list of the banks in Scotland. large dirk-knife, cutting deep in Potts’
of cattle men, when a hand-to-hand fight eu- ernor.
All the banks are of comparatively long side. He was arrested.
eued. resultingin a loss of eighteen citizens
The Republican State Conventionof
killed and five wounded. Tho troops had a
standing, beginning with the Bank of
J ere mi ah Donovan committed suicide
fight with the Indiana at 4 o’clock tho following Nebraska, after a two diys and night sessionat
Scotland,founded in 1695, and the
morning. Lieut Broderick, Twenty-third in- Lincoln,nominated the following ticket: E. K.
in Jackson prison lately in a novel manfantry, was wounded, and Corp. Stewart, of Valentine,Congressman;T. J. Majors. Con- Royal Bank, founded in 1727. The City
ner. He was working in the trip-ham^c^anj^I^Twenty-third
infantry, and five gressman to fill the unexpired term’ of the late of Glasgow Bank was organized in 1839,
mer
shop, and threw himself into the
Frank C. Welch; Albinus Nance, Governor; E. being the youngest of all the Scotch
C. Carnes, Lieutenant Governor; 8. J. Alexanfast-running
fly-wheel, which crashed
Advices from the yellow-feverinfect- der, Secretary of State; F. M. Davis, Land banks. The latest figures concerning
and
mangled
liim almost out of human
this bank are for 1874-’5, and at that
ed points of tho South, on Oct 4, give tho fol- Commissioner; F. W. Liedtko, Auditor; G. M.
shape.
Bartlett,
Treasurer;
II
Thompson,
Hnperintime
the
bank
had
1,273
partners,
125
lowing reports:New Orleans, 51 deaths and 111
The Marshal of Memphis has issued
new esses; Memphis, , 83 deaths and 133 now tendontof Public Instruction ; J. C. Dilworth branches, $5,000,000 paid-up capital,
Attorney General; F. M. Davis, Commissioner
cases: Vicksburg, 8 death; Holly Springs, 9
a card to the liquor-dealersforbidding
$2,115,000
surplus
or
reserve,
$41,000,of Public Lauds.
deaths and 36 new cases; Hickman, Ky., 2
000 deposits, and the shares were worth them to sell liquors to fifteen certain
deaths; Brownsville, Tena, 2 deaths and 15 new
Gen. Banks has been defeated for a
240. The bank is not a chartered insti- persons named in his card, the same becases; Chattanooga,Tena, 4 deaths and 10 new renominationto Congress in tho Fifth Massatution, and all the partners ape liable to ing people who are in the habit of getcases,: Greenville,Miss., reports “1,850 people
chusettsdistrict, Hon. Selwyn Z. Bowman carhere when the fever broke out 200 deaths to date
the whole extent of their fortunes for ting intoxicated.
rying off the prize.
(Oct 4), 600 convalescents, and 120down ;” Baton
the debts of the bank, The Scotch
An Indian named Wabikekek, living
. forrign.
Rouge, la, 10 deaths and a largo number of
banks all allow interest on deposits, and near Middle Village, Emmet county,
new cases; Biloxi, Miss., 20 new cases, no
.

Mary’s canal, $5,553.80

sales, $31,944.80;

failure of the

The Republican constituenteof Geu. astrous. The

State prison, $11,000; State

Michigan proposes the
Correction, $113,317.37 ; swamp land
erectionof a monument over the grave
warrants, $70,350.32; taxes refunded,
of the Rev. Calvin Clark, for so long a
$56,349.96;salaries, $184,831:60;St.
period their faithful and beloved misof

in Glasgow.
Thompson H. Murch, the Maine
Bank of the City
Greenbacker
who was elected to Conof Glasgow, Scotland, has been to some
gress in Eugene Hale’s district,was enextent foreseen, but the failure is, nevgaged in lumbering in the Saginaw valertheless, one that, even if it do not ex-

|

College, $25,828.42; State Normal
School, $53,226.01 ; Insane Asylum,
Kalamazoo, $30,055.25 ; Insane Asylum,
Pontiac, $144,106.06; Deaf, Dumb

;

tend to other banks, will prove most dis- ley years ago.

Butler in tho Seventh CongVewlonal district of

The principal items of payments are
the following : Bonds— Renewal loan,
$93,000; two-millionloan, $281,000;w*ar
bounty loan, $58,000;county taxes collected, $269,747.57 ; primary school apportionment,$234,499.57.Appropriations— University aid, $23,625 ; University of Michigan,$36,500; Agricultural

The full, significance of this statement
Charles Goodrich, a yonng man in
cannot be realized unless analyzed. the township of Atlas, fell twenty feet and Blind Asylum, Flint, $42,State Capitol, $396,- *
This loss is the irremediable loss of hu- from a swing a few days since, striking 585.62
man product and industry. It is the on his head, receiving internal injuries 173.76; State Public School, $43,900; State Reform School, $26,500;
conversion of human blood, brawn and which resultedfatally.

The Bank Failure

POLITICAL*

of the Chicago Tribune for several years paa,t,

.

primary

;

DavisvilleSept. 30.

State School is crowded to its
utmost
capacity, there being at present
man
308
children
there, and out of that
more
number only one is sick, and that one not
production. It is computed that from dangerously.
A brute named Ashley Putney, living
an annual loss by fire in 1868 of $35,000,000, the annual loss, exclusiveof ex- in Ferry, while under the influence of
ceptional fires such as Boston and Chi- whisky, knocked his horse down with
cago (if they may be called “excep- an ax and pounded it to death. He was
tional”),has increased to $100,000,000. fined $25 and costs.

The

i

;< THE SOUTH.
Lewis E. Meacham, sporting editor

)

block of businessbuildingsin Pensacola,Fla.,
Speaking of the vast— and to a great
loss $60,000;the Sacramento County (Cal ) Hosextent avoidable— destmetionof proppital, loss $100,000;a portion of Stock’s* piano
factory,in New York city loss $50,000; tho erty by fire in this country, the Firesays that fires are increasing, both
Passaic (N. J.) rolling mills, loss $50,000;a
cotton-waste factory in South Boston, loss in number and destructiveness,
far
$50,000;Gilmore’sHotel JunctionCity, Oregon,
rapidly, than the increase of wealth and
loss $50,000.

followingare the names of a part of the killed,
ravished and wounded: Mr. Humphrey of Illinois, and two sons, killed,while another son
For a long time there has existed a
will die from wotonds. Mr. Long and three
reign of terror in Lincoln county, New Mexico,
sons were killed while the most shameful crimes
were committed upon the persons of Mrs. Long tho community being practically under the rule
and her three daughters, after which of a mob, which set the local civil authorities
the three ladies were placed in one comer of at defiance and did pretty much as they pleased.
the room and straw piled upon tho dead bodies The matter having been placed before the auof the father and brothers and in front of the thorities at Washington, the Presidenthas just
ladies and set fire to. In this smoke and dark- issued a proclamation commanding “the insurness the ladies made their escape, running eight gents to disperse and retire peaceablyto their
miles without a stitchof clothing on them. Mr. respective anodes. ” If this proclamationis not
Felt, Mr. Hudson and Mr. Smith were killed obeyed troops will be sent to the Territory, and
Eight shots were fired into tho latter'sbodv. a more forcible remedy, in the shape of liulleta
Mr. Abernathy, Mr. Lull, Mr. Evans, and bayonets,will be applied.
Mr. Westfall and two sons were killed
WASHINGTON.
Mrs. Westfallis dangerously wounded, but
jiH recover. Mr. Kelley was killed Mr.
Col. O. H. Irish has been appointed
Young died of wounds. Fred Walters of New Chief of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
York, and Mr. Wright, of IHinois, are missing,
supposed to be killed Two young ladies were in the Treasury Department in place of Hon.
stripped of their clothing ana ravished in the Edward McPherson, resigned.
most brutal manner by thirteen of the rod
Former treasury officials, who have
devils. The ladies’ name is Evans, late of
been for years connected with the Syndicate in
recover.
Kiefer

They

delinquenttaxes, $200,002.85

school, principal, $63,347.80; primary
school, interest, $39,998.19; swamp land,

$6,796.44; State tax of 1877, $676,846.54 ;
frigate has arrived at the island and landed
The new grist mill at Frankfort is State tax land sales, $169,009.19;County
troops. Fugitive women and children have
Intelligence lias been received of l>een shipped to St Thomas. Forty estates nearly completed. It will have three Treasurers on general account, $61,runs of stones of a capacity of 300 bush- 773.49; County Treasurers, taxes and
the loss of tho Pacific Mail steamer Georgia. have been burned. Only fourteen are left”
els in ten hours.
It
is
believed
in
London
that
Austria
redemptions, $88,485.24; railroad com8he struck on a rock off the harbor of Punta
A woman in Jackson has tried to kill panies, specific taxes, $531,640.23 ; street
Arenas, about forty-eighthours' sail from , will graduallydrift into war with Turkov
Pannmn
,1 .........
.........
*
Panama. The passengers and
crew were
Late advices from Kingston, Jamaica, report herself three times, but has been pre- | railway companies, -specific taxes, $1,saved.... The shipment of fresh meat from
New York to England, which was an experi- the insurrection in Santa Cniz has been quelled, vented by her friends. Such persever- 037.50 ; cto companies, specifictaxes,
$1,425.24; fire insurance companies,
ment— and, for varions reasons, not wholly a and the ring-leaderscaptured.Tho cause of ence is worthy of success.
the insurrection is said to lie a disagreement
successful ono— last season,has apparently lieR. E. Davis, one of the pioneers of specific taxes, $53,554.22;life insurance
lietween tho negroes and planters regarding
come a regularbusiness. Steamers which d<
labor contracts.
Sanilac county, and founder of the vil- | companies,specific taxes, $22,616.42;
parted from New York for British ports last
week took more than half a million pounds of
St. Petersburg advices indicate that lage of Davisville, died at his homo at i mining companies, specific taxes, $20,-

witnessed by a dozen people, and yet the assassin made good his# escape. , .Quito a sensation
has been created in Chicago by the arrest and
holding to bail in the sum of $35, QUO of Henry
Greenebaum,the late Presidentof the defunct
German National and German Savings
Banks, npon a charge of embezzling the
sum of $325,000 from the latter institution____
Reports have reached military headquarters in
8t Pan! that both the SpottedTail and Rod
Cloud Sioux have left their reservations in Dakota and are moving west directly toward the
Black Hills. The suppositionis that they are
about to join the fugitive Cheyennesin a de- meat, besides a considerable number of cattle a Russian corps of observation,>20,000 men,
scent npon the Hilla Much solicitude is felt and sheep.
will probablybe stationed on the northern
for the safety of the cities there, which are proBurned : The Gregory Hotel, at Lake frontier of Afghanistan.
tected by only four companies of soldiers at tho
Mahopac, N. Y., loss $100,000;a wool warenow post

Illinois.

ceipts for the year ending Sept, bo,
1878, $2,360,914.44;disbursementsfor
the same time, $2,570,345.32; balance on
hand Sopt. 30, 1878, $400,340.35.
The principal items of receipts are
the following : State tax lands and bids,
$142,756.17; redemptions, $61,631.92;

.
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took 2,000 men three years. We think
of earth’s greatest works when we try
A Sight to Freese One’s Blood.
to measure the truths that make up the
IFrom the Whitehall (Mich.)Timet.]
Christian church, and feel that to drag
In the town of Hague, on the banks
them out of their quarry and locate of Lake George, opposite Hulett’s landthem in the walls of a beautiful temple ing, has lived for a long time a man and

SABBATH READING.

k

Ain With Thee.”
am with thee,” «ay to me,

“ Fear Not, I

‘ Fear not, for I
A lonely Klnner, pleading at Iliy knee,
Begging for help. I am indeed like one
Blinded, and wanderingamid tomba alone,
Calling out wildly for a hknd to guide;
Oh, in this darkness, lead me to Thy aide.

would have taken many thousands of
men many centuries. Such a grouping
| of majesticprinciples was the work of a
:

.Even in life there are some glorious days;
'test the snn blind me with his daazling rays,
Lest earth’ssweet music, with enchanting souna,
sound

Not for s moment loose

1

Jesus Christ.

iposition
I*Pu»t fo.Uow ftom *“?
com;
and purpose of this prince of

my hand from Thine.

I safe. The path* we tread
Are strewn with bonea and aahea of the dead;
Earth’s'joys, that tempt my weary feet to stray,
Are but as moteore shooting o’er our way.
Brilliantenough the dangerousroad to show,
Then dark again— our mualo, groans and woe.

_

all societies that

!

does

The way is upward, desolate and ateep;
High o'er the cornfieldswhere the reapers reap,
Above the meadows where the “ waters meet,”
We climb the rocks that brulae and wound the feet;
Fix hut mlpc eyes where stars unclouded shine,
Onward I and upward 1 with my hand in Thine. r
— Emily IT. if. Oarvick.

Church.

an age or an individual
great wrong when that age or
that person assumes that the church is
an arena of debate or a compendiumof
profound philosophy,t Its simple purpose, uprightness,faith in God and in
Christ, and the conversion of the world
from darkness and sin, should evidently
stand forth in the most possible
of simplicity. In the complex streets
of a city a stranger may easily become

;

Thus only am

it a

bewildered and lost Men led to the
inner room o the labyrinth and there
The
; set free could not find the sunlight,
men hold to a religion, but not all know 1 again. They would grope and die withof or believe in a church. A church is , in those pitileas windings. In some of
the religious sentiment organized into a fho past centuries religionbecame so
brotherhood; and hence the term re- complicated with metaphysicalinquiry
ligion is much broader than the term 1 that few minds any longer grasped its
church— the latter being one of the prime objects, and for hundreds of years
forms assumed by the former. The the church did not so much win wicked
Chri^titfU- church is the Christian senti- men to goodness as put to death men
ment organized into a brotherhood, and who thought what it called false docThoughts on the

swtng. ot chiego.]
church differs from religion. All

[Sermon by

i>rot.

!

|

kissed her on the forehead,wished her

in the old German way, “Gesegnete
Mahheit /” (May your meal be blessed!)
and then added : “You see I am quite
well.”

Shaking; a Boat In Ita Mouth a* a Terrier
Would a Rat.
[From the Plnama Star and Herald.]

_

I beg to report our arrival in this
She looked up at him. “Well,” he
port, not quite six months out from Valcontinued, “ You must not bo anxious,
his wife, by the name of Mr. and Mrs.
paraiso, with 880 burels of oil. In latimy child. Somebody has fired at me ;
Reuben Davis. This couple have occutude 4 deg. 14 sec. south, longitude ll4
but it is nothing, as you see.”— IMacA;pied a log cabin, which has been situated
deg. 40 sec. west, we lowered our boats
wood's Magazine.
near the water’s edge. The place has
for whales. Mr. Martin, our first mate,
The Value of a Name.
been known as the “ Rattlesnake Man’s
soon fastened to a large one, which
House,” and many visitors have made
At the recent State election the Re- stoVe his boat slightly, but this one was
excursions to the spot to see this singu- publicans made large gains in the ad- soon killed and brought alongside. In
lar-looking couple. They have made a joining county of Hereford, and in most, the meantime the second mate, Mr.
living from rattlesnakes, capturing many if not all, of the other counties of the Hancock, had chased the whale a long
of the reptiles,and obtaining the oil, First Congressional district. But, lo and way off to leeward, had fastened to an
which always commands a high price. behold! Northainptonwent the other eighty-barrelfellow, and got stove in
At tbifl p-ftbip might always luma been way, and elected a Democratic repre- doing so. The whole acted very ugly.
seen a large number, of tljese reptiles. sentative by 183 majority. Here was a At the least noise from the boat he
The old man, who is no\f abont 65 years puzzling paradox. How the tiling was wonld rush toward it, lashing the sea
with his flukes, and obliging Mr. Hanof done, however, appears below
of age, catches them with a long pair of
wooden tongs, which he quickly and j 'f]10 Democratic candidatefor the cock to keep at a respectable distance,
dexterously grasps them with just below | Legislaturewas a Mr. James W. Grant, he being alone at the time, and his boat
the head. He then either killed them Like his illustrious namesake, he is A stove and leaking badly. Every time
outright or else removed their fangs, i pjjent man and makes no speeches. On Mr. Hancock would try to get near the'
and thus rendered them harmless. He ! the morning of the election,just previous whale the monster would rush toward
:

possessed powejj to charm them also, it to the opening of the polls, a man on the boat. Sometimes he would raise
said. In fact, he once Informed the ]lorHebackappeared at each voting pre- his head out of the water and appear to
writer, who visited his cabin, that “ thar cjnct jn the county, called up the colored be listening for the least noise, turning
warn’t a varmint tliat 'crawled but wot I voters, and addressed them substantially slowly round, and then all at once down
would go his head and up his tail, and
ken make ’em lay dowii as quiet as a ^ follows
[,.^-. j “Fellow-citizens—I come to address the sea would he lashed into foam. In
The ol4, man had about his premises I yOU this morning as to the man you shall a short time the third mate arrived on
a large number of snakes, which he ex- vote for j H]1UH wly but a few words, the scene of action, and was ordered by
hibited to visitors, expecting and re- auj these will be especially directed to the second mate not to fasten to the
this term is, therefore,much narrower trine. Instead of being a missionary to ceiving many a nickel or dime in re- 1 vou? colored people. I ask, who gave whale, but to play “loose boat,” that is,
not being encumbered with a line fast
than the Christian religion— the re- the wicked, it put to death millions of turn. He never visited a village without ' y0U y0ur liberties?”
its
own
family.
It
is
the
glory
of
our
to the whale, he could more easily row
carrying
several
of
these
odious
speci1
“Grant!
Grant!
Gen.
Grant!”
rent
the
ligion carrying its blessings often to
many outside the lines of the formal day that the church is returning to its mens with him, which he will draw from ftir jn ft general yell from the dusky up or away from him, and could watch
for another opportunity to shoot
brotherhood.’
simple purpose, and is seeking to make his pockets and place about his neck, or crow j
The Christian church comes to us as nien pious and good rather than to train fondle and handle them as if they were I “ \yi10 fought for you four years and the monster with a bomb lance. In
y0U fron, the bonds of slavery and the meantime the ship was runan assemblage of ideas grouped together them up as masters of debate and infin- kittens. By these exhibitionshe
ning 'down toward them, and the
itesimal
discrimination.
;
up
a
good
many
made
you a free and noble people?”
to become a foundation of a society.
reported
If you will read after Christ and his
Many wonderful stories are told about « Grant! Grant T Gen. Grant! ” again mate i at the masthead
Philosophy comes to us as an assema boait stove, as Mr. Hancock had set
blage of ideas but not with any society immediate companions, and read for a “old Rube” and bis wife, the latter | tlie ghout went up.
annexed. From Spinoza or from Bacon ' certain purpose, namely, to get exact being as much of a curiosity as her bus- f « Then here are ‘Grant’ tickets I hold the signal jvhich indicated that fact.
one iian(it an(i ‘flewsum’ tickets I Capt. Kelly then sent Mr. Martin in the
or from Locke came a group of thoughts notions from one or all of them, you band. We have been told that the very
fastened together,in a chain more or less will soon find that you have repaired to shanty swarmed with rattlesnakes, the , bold in the other. Which one will you fourth mate’s boat to assist in killing
the whale. ' On his arrival at the scene
strong, by the connecting links of reason, the wrong books or wrong persons. To occupants not having any fears what- vote?”
' “Give us de Grant tickets! Give me lie went boldly on and. fastened, when
but no socie'y of any kind is founded find your want you will be compelled to ever of
The land on which; the shanty stood de Grant ticket! Hurra for Grant! I suddenly his Iwat was badly stove and
upon any one of these forms of thought. go to men who wrote many centuries
later.
In
composing
His
church,
Christ
was
lately purchased by Bishop Sey- if} for Grant every time, I is!" was the capsized. Mr. Hancock picked up the
The churches, therefore, not a philoscrew, and the first mate went into the
ophy alone, but a philosophy and a so- followed the law of all th(i greatest and mmir, of Illinois, who succeeded Bishop 1 unanimous response.
The thunderstruck Republican fugle- third mate’s boat, and again attacked
ciety, just as a republic is not liberty wisest ; namely, the law Of the widest McCoskry, the latter being the hero
alone but liberty organized into a state possible of principles. The many gen- tho late scandal. The owner has tried men were too dazed at the audacity of the whale. No sooner did the monster
for the purpose of progress, happiness, erations of thought and experience have repeatedly to get the Davis family to i the spokesman and its success to inter- hear the sound of the oars than he made
and defense. Let us think of the church taught mankind this, that the spiritual move off, but the old couple have rjyj fero jn sea8on. The affair was a corn- for the boat at a great qpeed, and before
main. By one of those they could get onto? the way struck
in its two aspects ; as a group of ideas import of a proposition will harmonize fused until lately, when the Bishop |
a
vast"multitude
who
would
bo
torn
in
threatenedto eject them by legal pro- , 8lu|(ien transportsof enthusiasmwhich them, staring in the boat and capsizing
and then as an organism.
fragments
by
the
letter.
Paul
saw
this
cess.
_______ _ TIavis $10^ to have seized upon men in crowds in all it. Fortunately the whale was quiet for
He finally offered
What ideas form this group? As
Christ formed their organism, He will fur- when he said : “ The letter killeth but leave peaceably, and the old man, his climes and ages, and to which the negro a few moments, enabling Mr. Hancock
the spirit giveth life.” What a few wife and a boat load of snakes left one race is peculiarly susceptible, the colored to pick up the men, but none too soon,
nish the most perfect answer.
must study Him and find what proposi- men then knew or dreamed of whole day last week for Harbor island, about voters caught eagerly at the ‘Grant’ bal- for just as they had steered off a short
tions He gathered up from the wide field ages now know, for the fields of Europe a mile south of where the cottage was lots, rushed to the boxes and put them distance the whole again attacked the
And thus Northampton returned a stoven boat, seizing it in his mouth
of morals and worship, and melted to- are red with the blood of those whom situated.
in.
On Friday the torch was applied to Democratic representative.At the again and again, and shaking it as a dog
gether for the formation of this new sub- the letter destroyed.In the spirit of
stance. When our fathers were hanging Christianitythe Catholics and Protest- the premises. When the fire began to single precinct of Rich Square, which would a rat; then up would go his tail,
over the crucible in winch they were ants were friends, but, in the letter of spread, a terrible sight met the eyes of usually gives 400 or 500 Republican ma- and fragments of the boat, oars, etc.,
hoping to fashion a new metal called it, they were enemies. Out of the spirit those present. It w’as a sight that caused jority, Mr. Grant got 411 votes over his would fly high in the air.
Mr. Hancock went to the ship and
America, they let fall into it, one by one, of doctrine Europe and England might the beholders to flee up trees for safety. Republican competitor.— P/iHflde/p/< in
soon returned with another boat. All
the elements of right of life, right of have risen in a grand unity of life, of Hissing rattlesnakes and squealing rate Timex.
__—
this time the whale was rushing first
property, right of conscience, right of art, of labor, of language, of friendship, poured out of the building from all diCleopatra’sNeedle at Rest*
but,
by
the
letter,
the
land
was
kept
here and then there ; at one moment on
rections.
Af?
the
hot
flames
sprung
happiness,right to make the laws which
Cleopatra’s Needle was raised to its his head and at another on his tail.
should secure these forms of good. wet with fraternal blood. The ideas of toward the roof, the crackling of the dry
position on the Thames embankment The only thing to do was to lie off and
Other substances they flung into the the Christianchurch are, therefore, boards was mingled with the rattle of
scores
ofmaddened
serpents
and
un1 without a hitch. When the sigind had
shoot bombs at him, but it was a diffiv essel from day to day, and after ; seen in its origin only in the outlines of
earthly yells of rodents. The very roof been given, the monolith began slowly cult job to get near enough to him for
the
spirit
and
not
in
the
exactness
of
a
the caldron had boiled and bubbled for
seemed to be olive with venomous
move on au iron axis, and, with no ap- the bombs to be effectual, his body most
seven years out was poured that politi- letter, that there may be room for all, a
tiles,
and
the
bright
green
and
white
of
parent
strain on any point, the giant of the time being perpendicular.The
cal gold which we call America. To oneness possible and easy for a thoutheir
outside
covering
shone
with
a
glare
block
of
stone gradually raised its head first mate was fortunateenough to
find what ingredientswere poured into ; sand sects. The legal mind, sitting
as
the
flames
lit upon them. One of the j until at an angle of ten or mteen de- shoot a bomb into the right spot, which
the cup where the church was making, 1 upon the bench of justice, learned,
we must watch the hand of Christ, for many generations ago, that equity must men, who was a close eye-witnessof the green from the perpendicular it came to soon killed the whale.
The writer of these lilies has followed
He stood by at this formation,and was never be injured by a want of form. scene, says : “One large snake,, about | rest, suspended on its center of gravity,
the Supreme Leader of the mystery. Great matters must not be the slave of sevep feet long, opened its mouth, and Tt was then easily moved into its proper whaling since 1849, and has never seen
* litiierep-1 rplace. Within
pedestal
had been but one whole fight so determinedly.os
• ...... - the *
The Mosaic age had indeed gone before small matters. Right must not be put out came at least two score
tiles, whose little tails shook in the air placed an earthenwarejar containing this one, who no doubt would have
at
the
mercy
of
a
syllable,
a
wordTj*
letHim in its long inquiry, lift that age was
as if they, too, w’ere frenzied at the de- Bibles in French and Eiighsh, an Ara- attacked and stove the ship had it been
related to Christ much like the al- ter. The meaning of which principle is
chemists were related to real science. that man must be governed by general struqtion the flames made of their homo.’ bic Genesis, ajHehrew Pentateuch and near enough. The Ann Alexander and
There was boiling and bubbling, but truths rather than by exact forms. Several snakes charged madly upon the a verse, from the third chapter of St. Essex were both stove and sunk by
flames only to fall back burned to death, John in. 215 different languages. It has sperm whales.
when the pot was turned over not much Christ' was a forerunner of common huwhite- the rats flift^oullget away took ! been pointed out that this enterprise is
man
greatness,
and
he
poured
into
the
pure gold ran out. The elements or
‘pne place a projecting
School Statistics.
substances which Christ combined must crucible, where His church was formed, to
of the Roman Emperors of the transport
be confessed by two kinds : the primary the grand outlines of His holy organ- log was made the abject of attack by
The followinginteresting figures from
of a colossal obelisk from the shores of
and the secondary in the scale of im- ism. He so defined “faith” that no three large reptiles, , As the trio charged
the
report of the United States ComAfrica
to
any
other
part
of
the
world.
portance. The primary elements were good man can escape it, and no bad madly upon it, a great sheet of fire,
The
fitet instance was the Memorable missioner of Education shtfw the cost,
righteousness, faith, love of the Founder man can possess it. An Abraham found whose forked tongue? were even more
enterpriseof Louis Phillippe in remov- per capita, of daily attendance of the
as a Redeemer, and of God, and devotion it in a wilderness ; a Magdalen found it poisonous than those of the snakes,
rouuu
unmnu
mg the Luxor monolith of Ramoses XL public schools of the principal cities of
rolled
around
and
Seized
the
reptiles,
in
her
perfect
simplicity;
a
John
found
to man’s welfare; the secondary elecausing them to cease rattling, as each to the center of the Place de la Concorde Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin and
of church government, jt in his deep wisdom ; but, amid subseMichigan
baptteim anttUi'e Lord’s snpiier. Either .quent definitions of saying faith, neither one dropped over dead. About 'the j in Paris. . It was set on >ts pedestalon
ground
lay
many
dead
serpents
and
Get.
25,
183b,
in
the.
-presence
of
the
“V — — J -- t-i — -I- --- ;
from His own lips or from those of His Abraham, or Magdalen, or^ St. John
•’
1 King,- the royal family, and au immense
companions these few ideas are seen could have espapgd tlifei most, cruel tort- Toasted rots, while sopie were writhing
concourse of people. Some sailors
ure
and
death.
The
only
object
of
faith
and
seemed
to
be
in
fearful
agony.”
being mingled for the composition of the
dimbed to the top when it was firmly in
ffTATE AND CITY.
ecclexia.This separation of primary was to secure piety and righteousness,
f
place
and
placed
the
tri-color
there
from secondaryideas is to be founded and hence Christ left it to be an attachBismarck’sCourage.
amid the shouts of the multitude below.
ill
not simply upon raan’e reason but upon -went to the Creator, and not a skill
Itwosinl866.
Bismarck—
then Count When the obelisk at St. Peter’s, in
amid
forms
of
thought.
Subsequent
809 |12^B 04.47
Chris’s conduct, J for He made very
............ 1,188
Rome, was set up in 1586, it required Alton,
14.08
l.KTl
1.705
8,10
Belleville,*li..
prominent these notions which I have definitions of faith separate the hearts Bismarck— was, returning from the PalMS 2,201 11.72 8.77
ace, whera'he iad been to see the King. the joint labbr of 1,500 men and 140 BIoomiuKton,ill .....
which
the
original
idea
Vonld
have
called primary? He passed -by with but
10.89 I 8.89
ClilotRO.111.......... ftl.VJS 86.im)
While' pawing through the large street horses, straining for a month at blocks, Decatur, 111...,, ...... lt*W 1,860
8,00
little remark tkfe ideas which I have made perpetual friends. Men born
1.747
of Berlin, called Unter den Linden; and ?opos mid-tackles. Rutin contrast with Qaleflbuiy,111 ........
called secondary. The church, then, is brothers in the spirit tore each other
8.77
ibis only a dozeq men were working at JaekHonvillu, ...... 1,729 1,201 17.001
(17.09)
1,824
au organism founded on the develop- in the lette^ Jike wild ••beasts.AH quite near the place where Hoedel and
Joliet. HI...., ....... 2,141
the
cranks
In
Lofadon
thd
bthet
day,
and
5.08
18.01
4,104 2.069
Peoria, HI .........
ment within and without of the notions through the primary doctrines this Nobeling have since attempted the life
6.88
2,107
12.00
Quincy.
HI. .....
they
raised
the
obelisk
in
half
an
hour.
f Emperbf William, he suddenly heard
dear to Christ, founded to secure to its eomtfAeii^Kesa mev
2,000
Urn-Word, 111.. .......
8.78
12.71
anv lima deni res
^ shot fired close .fiekind him. He There are only twelve colossal obelisks Hock Inland, 111 ......
1.884
members the prize of a pure
A an esaclf*
8.04
18.78
now
standing on the face of the earth. HjirlnKfleld,
HI ....... 2.01ft i.\m
turned
sharply1
roittitt
and
sa\v
a
young
and to'convey to others a knowledge lot .truth,he must pasS-by the JNcw iesta4.10
16.15
Fort Wayne, fad..1..; 18.644 njm
Five
are
in
E^ypt,
fonr
in
Rome,
and
0.00
17.88
this prize and to awaken in other hearts ment group and seek his pnze from man who, with a smoking revolver, was
IjidlanapoliM,Ind...M 12.182 8,097
600
one each in Paris,*London and Constan- Jcir«iraon%d8«.Ind.,.. U44
a zeal in its pursuit. You can perceive those centuries which made precision aiming at him. He strode at once up to
2,780 1,704 "u)n ’7.82
the man and seized the arm that held tinople. It cost abonk* £15,000 to re- Lafayette, Ind. ......
4.00
at onea thfct a society organisedfey. the an essential, and a variation a capital ofLoKanaport,Ind ..... ‘l.HWi l!«88 12.41
i
a
•!
Fi. -At. aT.nn/lnit
nti/1
1.278
the Revolver, while itith his other hand move Cleopatra’sNeedle to London and Badiaon, Ind. .
1,721
puidEtif science, or for explorationsin If ense.
5.78
he grasped theWdfif 6f the Wbnld-be set it, but Louis Phillippe’s government Richmond, Ind....... 1,$H) 1.440 18.88
5.69
9.08
remote lands, or for making
^ Medical Dialogue*
Honth Bend, Ind ..... 1,600
expended
between
£80,000
and
£90,000
murderer, who, however, had had time
4.42
18.10
Teh-e Haute, Ind.... " 4,011
in art or in literature falls far below
Examine^— “Now, suppose ;
18J0
4.42
Burlington, Iowa...; 8,180 2,960
to pass his weapon on to his left hand, to secure theirs.
society whose purposes are a faith in can6a iji to attend' rpatfdhr tWiO'Wariti
5.08
15.61
Council Bluffa,lows
and
now'
fired
three
shots
in
quick
suc2,998
God, the cultu^ *>f righteousness,the L
Davenport,Iowa....
Short
Dresses.
19.07
1.240
4.15
cession. Bismarck felt himself hurt in
Deo ktplnea(w. aide) la
nmtdtioA bf
and AepereuasjbliofneQemnj to ilnow jqUtog.^ers]
6.64
17*12
9,807 2,886
) In -the street costumes of the present Dubuque, Iowa
others to accept of this higher life/ wliat wouid you do to make him
1,28? ,1.100
Atckiaon, Kan..
9.06
8.85
Lawrence. Kan
We must also measure a moral work
Medical Student— “Employ
11.06
8.05
1:5$
extreme simplicity of, the dresses and LeavenworthKan....
some
some
soldiers
came
up
and
took
or act of philosophy by its inherent ifics; aromatic stimulants; tea,^
14.79
989
2.14
1.440
Adrian.
Mich
........
hold of him. Then Bismarck walked the quiet shades, which are so prevalent
4.49
12.37
2,859 <L600
truth. As we value a picture by its
E.— “And if that didn't mak
5.33
18.74
home
at a brisk pace and reached his that a bright color, except it be used in Detroit/ Mkh ........ 18,789 8,769
subject, and rank a Madonna or a Mi12.20
4.04*
/
.t'o.
East Haginaw, Mich.. 8,169 2,242
the
way
of
trimmings^is
something
to
own house long before anybody there
4.88
nerva higher than we rank an animal
Grand liapida. Mich.. 6.898 3,992 19.91
g — “Then I’d ,haye recourse to
8.90
879
17.12
could’ kndw what had happened. The be remarked.
1,715
Saginaw, Mich.......
piece, or a study of feature or limb, be- volatile oils, alcohol, etherT?”
a r. it
Short cost1111168 are ataost universally Fond dn Lac.Wla.... 8,084 1,798 11.08 ’8.97
Countess
had
some
friends with her when
cause of the difference of subject, and
1,760
JaneevJUfflWia,,,...
*Alidn»k make him
Tier husband entered the draiwng-room. adopted; but to be really stylish they La Crowe . Wia ...... 1,998 "i#6
2.75
SiJ
as we place an aria above ! a light
.•itI.%
He
greeted
all in a friendly manner, and must not touch the ground at any point, Madlaon.Wii^.,;... 1,HJ0
waltz, because the aria awakens a higher
M. S. (wtfiy)—
fry diaphoretic
WU.fMr 12,745 ’*7,548 17.19 * 8.00
begged to(be excused for a few minutes, and should be short enough to show the Ml>w»nkw,
2.00
11.801
2.2821 1.687
Radne.WU ......
sentiment, so we must judge of a social antimoiiy, James’ powder, Dover’s pow
as he had some urgent business to at- heels of the boots. This necessitates
organism by its cardinal theme; and out der-”
tend to. ‘‘'He then walked into ‘that careful attention should be beof tips method of judgment the church
E— “And if that didn’t make him the next room where his desk stood, stowed upon the chassure.The success Cot. Dills, Republican candidate for
will come the jnohlest organization sweat?”
Congtess in the Ninth Kentucky disand wrote to inform the King of the ac- of these costumes, after so many years
known to man or eveh possible man.
M. S.— “Pd take sarsaparilla,quinine
ident. Haring attended to this duty, of neglect, is truly astonishing. They trict, owns 35,000 acres of mountain land
*
It is founded upon the largest thoughts
are the source of so much ease and com- thereabouts,which reminds a local paand actions of which man can conceive.
fort that they undoubtedlywill remain per of the protest ot & native against
To advance one’s own righteousnessand
A
Y
ignoring his own nnpunctoality, and in favor for some time to come. Walk- the sympathy of a tourist : “Look here,
hat of one’s neighbor, and to love and
stranger, I ain’t so darned poor as you
M. S.— “Send him here to pass ad exsaying to his wife : “Well, are we to have ing dresses are principally^ made of
serve God and follow closely Jesus amination.”
think; I don’t own much of tins land
no dinner to-day ? Yo^ jdways keep me woolen fabrics, which, in merit of their
Christ, is to amass together ideas as the
’round here.”
_
durability,
softness,
and
the
facility
with
In 1836 there were 12,897,638 sheep waiting.”?; He sat down and partook
Egyptians amassed stones for a pyramid.
which
they
fall
into
graceful
drapery,
heartily of the dishes set before him,
so
iuu bvuuuo
So immense were »uiut;
some ui
of the
stones au
in in the United States; in 1878, 34,740,- ---- v --- - — ,
Bkn Butleb is 60 'years old, and posare rapidly supersedingsilk for street
the great pyramid of Gizeh that to drag 500. It is estimated that there are in and it was only when the dinner was
jsses
$3,000,000.
ne of them from the quarry to its place the world 484,000,000 of these animals, over that he walked up to the Countess, wear. -New York Tribune.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

in short it

amounts

to

A Fine White Dress

an alleged inproper

McMurdy and

iutinacy between Dr.

a

Shirt the best in

SOOTS & SEOES.

the city for $1.00 at the Cheap Cash Store

frail one of bis flock, ultimately causing of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
divorce. The injured husband sought
redress, through a Mr. Gaines, at the
Eastern Salt at $1.30 per barrel and a(
A complete stock of Boots and Shoes
hands of Bishop Gillespie;finally a wholesalefor $1.25 per barrel at
THE INDIAN UPRISING.
forLadies’and Gentlemen. Also,
meeting was appointed to prefer charge
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Atjain the nation is Uireatened with an against Dr. McMurdy, but a sudden
Indian war— a war which, if suspicions disappearance of the doctor thwarted
Bucklin’s Arnica Salve,
Rubbers, Slippers
and reports be true, will be more serious the making of charges in his presence.
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Ladies' walking shoes, etc., at a bargain
than any which has occurred within the Before the next meeting could be arranged Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and at the
past few years. Instead of fighting mere the doctor peremptorily cut the comall kinds of Skin Eruptions.This salve
ly for their wretched homes, which has plainant for the injured husband from is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
Cheap Cash Store of
t>een the habit of some Indians during the the church, (a proceeding which some in every case or money relunded. Price
past decade, the Cheyennes are raiding the writers claim to he unlawful according to 25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
3. J.
Kansas border, stealing and murdering as the law of that church) then a following
they go, and now it is feared that the long request by tho same parties whs refused
The finest No. 1 Mnckeral can be found
peaceful Red Cloud wilt take the war path by Bishop Gillespie, on the technical at the cheap cash store of
E J. HARRINGTON.
with the hundreds of Sioux to whom his ground that he was no member of the
word is law, and that Spotted Tail also church. Thus it seems that the Bishop
A complete stock of Groceries constantwill fight. Had Red Goad been a white Shields the doctor in what ever wrong he
irathss.
on
band. Our stock of sugars cannot be
leader he would long ago have joined any may have committed,and acts just as
one who was fighting the government, for arbitrary in Niles as he has done with the ROUST— In ihts city, on Batnrday,October 6th, beat.
he and his band have been shamefully vestry of the Episcopal Church in this 1878, Alelda E. Rooet, Infant daughter of John New Orleans, Sugar.. ............... 8c.
A. and Clara P. Rooet, at the age of 7 months
abused during the years in which they city.
Extra C ......................
9c.
and 21 days.
have behaved so admirably.Their latest
A-. ................
10c.
Judge Williams, who has been long and
change of reservationseemed one of the
Granulated .......................... He.
most remarkable of peaceful triumphs very favorably known here, in this Con
We have a fine lot of coffees and
over the Indians and a notable proof of grcssional District, addressed the citizens
spices, and we have among our large varthe self-restraint of a wild race, supposed of Holland, in one of the rooms of the
J. A.
iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per
to be as lawless as it was brave, but it Union School house, on the financial
pound that cannot be surpassed. Try it.
seems now that the manifest blundering of questions on Wednesday evening last.
Although
Judge
Williams
is
not
a
pleasthe government has been too much for
Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit

have just received an immense stock of

I

.

Saturday, October 12, 1378.

„

HAmiJIGTOfl,

GROCERIES.

GRIFFIN,

Cutter aud Tailor,

Sioux forbearance. Of course, the blun- ant speaker or a good elocutionist,we conderers are not to suffer; the residents of sider his speech far better and more
the border, the soldiers of

our1 gallant lit-

thorough than Mr. Stone’s— his unravel-

army and apparently, the miners of the ing of the National Bank system and its
Black Hills are to be punished for the practical working, was by a great many

rooms over K. J. Harrington’s
including Corn

CHEAP CASH STORE.

of

those

who

should have

known deemed

We

Grand

find in the

Rapids Daily

column artitcle purporting to take back w hat it said about Judge
Stone's aclion in a previous article, and
among other things says:
uThe history of the matter is simply
this: Mr. Stephen L. Lowing, of .Grand
Democrat

a half

Haven, drew up a
lands

to the

Michigan and Ohio

bill

was sent

To

this

ing to

its

is an

erroneous statement. Mr. Stephen Low-

ing was only

one of the instrumentsused

by Mr. Bowes

to

lobby a peltitionthrough

the Board of Supervisors requesting their

be mortgaged to about three times its
value. Whether this is the exact truth or
how much of it, we don’t know- but this
much we (to know, that if the Neut Journal
does all its job work as the hill before us.
is

no wonder

which had

at all

that the

office is in

ing,

question into Congress. Mr. Low-

U».

Money

-

--

the

rpH E Eas:

45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 86. Situated
between J. U. Docuhnrg’aDrug more, and P.
Jfc A. Steketee’a General Store, on Eighth utrect.
Inquire
H. DOESBURG.
Holland, April 7.
8-tf

of1877.

A

•

to Loan.

SWEET’S HOTEL
GRAND RAPIDS, HIGH.
T, H,

Dissolution Notice.

NAILS, GLASS
AND CUTLERY
of the best kind constantlykept In stock, and
sold very cheap.

Call and ascertain Prices.

LlrONt - - - Proprietor,

J.

VAN LANDEGEND.

Holland, Sept. 28,

1878.

A Beautiful Residence For
Sale Cheap.
fT,nK lot and residencebelonging to Mr. H.
j 'y*Jkhnixen, Stunted on the corner of Cedar
and Ninth >t reels. For terms and particulars,apply to the proprietor
Holland, Sept. 28, 1878.

H.

OTICR

hereby given that the co-partnership
1 1
heretofore existing between the undersigned
nnder the firm name of Do Free, Scbram A Co.,
has this day been dissolved by mutual consent, M.
Schram retiring. The businesswi I be continned
by the remaining members under the firm nameof
DePree, Van Bree & W'esthoek with whom all ac
connts in favur of nnd against said late firm will

Special

is

be settled.
Dai. d Zeeland. Ottawa Co., Mich., Sept. 24th,
A. D. 1878.
J. P.

DEPREE,

M.

34-4w

F.

W.

SCHRAM.
VAN BRKE,

WESTUOLK.

for Sale!

A

E. J. Harrington. No trouble to show goods, and
we are determined not to
Fine Building Site For Sale.
be undersold.

Made

2w

Land

WIJKHUY8EN.

Announcement.

The undersigned deairea to announce to the

Ever since the death of the popular Crosby the
public In general, that he la now the eole proprietor of thin well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give hie peiaonal atiention
to tho managementof the house and the wanta
of hia gne-ta The honac ha? been refittedand reAND
funiiahed, and now offerathe beat of accommodation? to the traveling pnbllc. It contain? 130 handsome and commodioue room?, fifty of which cun
be had with board at $2.(4)per day, and the remalt der at the nsual price. Having conductedthe
No. 12 and 14 Canal Street,
hotel buaine?? In Grand Raplda for the past sixteen years, and thahkful for former patronage, the Opposite Sweet’s Hotel, has taken the lead as
proprietor hopes for a con'inuanceof the same.
the
The rooms of Sweet'?Hotel are not exce led by
any public house in the State, the table? are anpp'ied with all the markets afford,and careful attention la given by all employees.
Hoping to receives liberalpatronage from the
traveling public, which will bo duly appreciated
of the City of Grand Rapids.
by the proprietor.

Metropolitan Restaurant
--

-

OYSTER HOUSE,
POPULAR

EatingHouse

sell 80 acres of unimproved land In the
T. H. LYON.
town of Heath. Aliogan Co. Mich., one mile
south-eastfrom Hamilton. A portion of the soil
is sandy, part clay, the balance a good hay marsh.
All easily cleared. Enongh pine and oak still on
the land for building parfmses. Well watered by
a Spring Creek. Price, $8 per acre. For further
A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 300bcarinp
particularscall on or address
grape vines, 100 Currant hnshes; Straw berries;
rears. Apple, Quince, Chesfnnt. Mnlberry, Apprl
EDMUND SKINNER,
cot. Cherry and Peach trees In hearing.
Saugatnck,Allegan Co., Mich.
No money required down inquire of

1

Georgs Peabody and Socialism,

F0RSALE.

the ultimate effect

desired, to-wit: the introductionof the
bill in

35-tf

wrong, that it looks a little like poking
some fun at people at New Groningen
Perhaps the error means that the people
at New Groningen are regardedas a set of
“Groaners’’by the Grand Haven printer. T WILL

signatures to a document, ingeniouslyar-

ranged,

Ladies Cloaks Cut and
to Order.

representationthat office must

to

we take exception,and

Repairing done

A.3LSO

ial of the A>im /ournoi office, and accord-

railroad.

ferred to the appropriate committee.”

and

promptly and Neatly,

VfONEY to Loan on productive real estate t>e1"1 curity. Apply to the suhticriberover City
notice quite an article in the -Grand National Rank, brand Rapids, Mich.
Haven Jlcrald about the sale of the materM
ALLEN C. ADSIT

debt. The hand bill before us announces
Mr. Stone with the a greenback meeting at “New Groaning”
request that he introduce it into the House.
(New Groningen),and the misspellingof
This Mr. Stone did and had the bill re- the name of that place is so glaringly
This

Cleaning

Will at once convince the purchaserof the
useful Improvements,

highest Market Price, at the

Cheap Cash Store of

Wk

Griswold it

bill giving the

in first-

class Style

carries conviction with the argument, aud

Omaha trace the trouble far closer to the we don’t hesitate to say, that we still think
governmentthan thievish Indian agents now as we did in the past, that the Rehave ever been, and the public should in- publican party made a mistake when they
sist upon knowing {ust how much truth did not renominate Judge Williams for
there is in these reports aod whether brib- Congress two years ago, in the place ji
ery and trickery have really been at Mr. Stone, and the same mistake was
made this fall.
tempted by persons high in authority.

THE RAILROAD LANDS AGAIN.

and making

very instructive.Mr. Williams

better than to have abused the confidence addressed his hearers in that unostentaand patience of so able a warrior and tious and genial homelike manner that

statesman as Red Cloud. Rumors from

lutting

PARLOR S10VES

Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

be taken in Exchange for goods, at

tle

faults

and Tomatoes, etc.,

.Lhe .a.U!s.t.Btj,,^8tnd pattwns,to which I lnvlto the attention of the pabllcT Price? arc .o low
hat a good stove is within the reuclt of all, an*
the late Improvements on the

Some people imagine that rich men are
becoming more Redded to riches, more
aggressive in the acquisition of wealth, at

other attorneys worked for his the exjiense of the working classes. Hence
client,but did not draw up the bill; more- the agitation in favor of Socialism. There
over we have every reason to believe that may he grounds for this imagination,but
we have yet in our midst our Peter Coop
bill was not drawn up in Grand Haven at
re’s, our George Peabody'# and our Mbs
all, or by any of its attorneys. But how Nightingale’s—who think more of the
^aii the Supervisors”could be roped into welfare of Hie struggling classes, than
such a thing is an astounding fact, and many are aware of, and who, employ their
time and money in extending good to as
one that will not soon be forgotten by the many as possible in their declinim; years
like

34-3ra

J.

STILL COMING

Prop’r.

The best Oysters and Finest
Game always on hand.

VAN LANDEOEND,

Holland. Mich. Januarv 1. 1878.

JUST RECEIVED
-A. 1ST ID-

Boney Carpenter,

HEW

A

An Immense Stock of

Choice Cigars and Liquors.

STORE!
Everybody treated with kindness

VERBEEK

H* W

and respect

& C0«

•
actual settlerson the lauds in question. One of those is an old retired physicianby
Have rc-opencdtheir exlenalve Furniture busiWe say “all the Supervisors,” and this may the name of J. P. Mountain, whose ad
ness, closed by the big fire of 1871,'on the corner of. Call and see for yourself; one
dress is Ogdensburg, N. Y., who has had
not be technically sweeping enough, for
placed in his hands a simple cure for ConRiver Streets.
the motion speaks of “the members of sumption, Catarrh, Asthma, Headache
trial will convince you.
the Bourd and the Clerk,” which includes and Nervousness. The old gentleman
In opening this store we open the finest and
B. CARPENTER.
lar;: est Famflnre store in Ottawa Co., and respecttwo Mayors. Then the record closes by has means which make him independent,
33-8ra
Grand Rapids.
fully
luvlte
our
old
customer*
to
come
and
exLadies’ and Misses Winter
saying, “signed by all tho Supervisors.” and he employs his time and money in a
amine our stock of goods, consisting of the flut-st
very laudable enterprise. He sends the
and best kinds of furnitureto the cheapest,InTechnically the Mayors are not Super- recipe free to any person sending for it, Shawls, Gents’ Winter Cloth- hiding all the latestatyles, inch as East Lake,
Boys’ entire Queen Anne, etc., which we offer at
visors; however, they have full powers as with Instructions for preparing and using, ing, . Gents’
requiring
only
that
the
party
so
sending
such, sit as such, and must stand in the
Suits, including a fine lot of
tJ'
enclose a stamp to pay the postage. He
record si such— in common usage at least.
Overcoats,
for
and
Boys,
has now distributed over one million of
Tho attention of the public at large ie ca-'led to*
The question must remain open whether those recipes, and in this part many have
the fact that most all the old soldiers,tradesmen,
Having bought everythingnew we can aell lower citizens,and farmeri, have from cus om made the
Pants and Mittens;
the Mayors signed or not?
been cured by tbe use of the same. It is
with a amall profit, than old stock can be sold “at restaurant of
cost."
While Mr. Stone spoke here last week said to be very reliable, and those who
he told us that “the committeedid not are troubled with any of those diseases
full line
Boots and
complete stock;
and
would do well to address the philanthropic
act upon either the bill or the joint resoluold gentleman, and have a trial of the Shoes for
and Boys, Rubsee for yourself.
tion, but reported a substitute for both, recipe, which has cured so many.
No. 121
Street,
ber
Boots,
Warm-lined
Boots,
28-ly-e o w
which substituteis in the followinglanA regular rendezvous,on their arrival In the
Remaining Proprietors of the
Etc., Etc.
guage:
city and before their departure lor home, on ac
count of the close proximityto the Union depot.
leeolved, By the Senate and House of
I shall henceforth make It a point to have accurate
Representativesof the United States of
time for travelers to start by, and keep on hand a
full line of
Call
America, in Congress assembled, That the
United States hereby releases to the State
Orders for Winter Apples can be left
prices.
of Michigan any ana ail reversionaryin- and will be promptly filled at the Grocery
We are prepared to manntsctnrefurnitureto order
terest which may remain in the United
Store
G. A. KONING.
and can afford to sell common ware very cheap.
OUT TH3D
States in the lands granted to and acqnired
A SUPERB ARTICLE OF
We
also
keep
onrselvea
prepared
to
do
all
kinds
by the State of Michigan by act of ConA pink new lot of the latest styles of
of WMlp^Mamhlng,Re-sawing,making of Doors,
gress of June third, eighteen hundred
Hats
and
Caps
just
received
at
the
Cheap
and fifty six, and certified to the said State
H. W. VERBEEK & Uo.
in accordance with the said act. This re- Cash itora of
And » splendid variety of other Teaa.
Alwayi ready for those In a hurry, and will keep
Holland,
Mich.,
July 20, 1879.
lease shall not in any manner affect the
on hand the beet kind of Llqnoriand Clgare and
E. J. HARRINGTON
tbe finest
legal or equitable rights in said lands
which have been acquiredunder the operA large lot of new BloMhed and Unbleached
HUNT'S
HAII
GROWER.
Try Johnston’sSarsaparilla tbe best in
ation of the laws of the State of Michithe
tf1'
15.0OB Package* SoM 1 !
gan, or of the officers thereof,but all
10.000 yottna men wear heavy whia
Sheetings,
etc.,
aucb rights shall be aud remain unimken and moustaches who have
A nice lot of Carpets at from 20 to 75
need it. This preparation la the
paired.
Sheetingsfrom i yard wide to 2X yards wide.
result ola great many year’s experPackages can be deposited, and Information tarPassed the House of Representativescents per yard Just receivedat
ience by an expert hair dresser,baa
nished to thoaa In need of It, facilitatingmy cusJune 10, 1878.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
fully eetabllihed lie reputation oi
tomers in every poeelblu manner.

Fall and Winter

'GOODS,
STTOK AS

Ninth &

•

and

Rendezvous-Halt!

Very Low Prices.

Men

AXiQO,
of
Men

A

A

come

Monroe

IPHCENTX

ipditionat focal

and examine stock
and

of

Planing

Mill,

market.
—

Lager Beer.

Mudins,

-

Ladies hose in endless variety,

ducing

Some

that bill

we

right in intro-

will not discuss here.

Republicaos think

it

nad some Democrats think

was wrong,
it

was right.

we can see no harm, and can
aee no wrong intent on the part of Judge
Stone in doing what be is requested to do
by so importanta body as the Board of
As

The

We

in tbe city as well

They

are

“A No.

producing a moustache whisker or hair on a bald
lead in an incredibly abort snace ot time. $1.01

cheaper than ever. Call

-

and See.

as a straight 5 center is kept at Peasink’s.

‘

Best White Lime
at

E.

A ftne

lot

J.

only $1.00 per barrel

N. K. Fairbanks Tin Caddy

of Winter Shawls just

re-

cheap.

ceived at
E. J.

too lenghty to publish, but

. •

DON’T FORGET
,

42-tf

HARRINGTON.

price?”

4My

Call at the Cheap Cash
Store of
TN
j

E- J- Harrington.

1

Vo. 131

for Sale.

I will sell eighty acres of gpiendifi clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
of this land is partially improved. Also
40 acres of unimprovedland in tbe Tewuship of Filluiore. Inquire of

HARRINGTON’S. Lard, the best in the country.
Also, No. 1 Mackerel, for sale

lathe Chicago Tima of the
.'Hh Inst., a criminal revelation of Rev.
Query: . ‘MV by will men smoke comDr. McMurdy, rector of the Trinity Epis- mon tobacco, when they can buy Marburg
copal Church at Niles, Mich. The history Bros. 'Seal of North Carolina,'at the same
.is

, r,.i -.r

1.”

find

of the case

.

Farm

for us

Supervisors.

Ggar

best 10 cla

REFRESHMENTS

Lunch Counter,

English Breakfast TEA

Whether Mr. Stone did

WM. GELOCK,

M.D.

HOWARD.

LAND WANTED.
Ottawa or Allegan CountiesIn exchange for
real estate in the City of Holland.
- Inquire at tbh Office.

HUMBER,
Monroe Street
the

(

WM. GILUCK.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

A
Aa

Rare Chance!!
FIRST-CLASS SALOON, In Grand Rapids,
perfect in all its, appohitmonU, Bllttanl

Tables, Lunch Counter. Card Room, and fine lurnl
tore. Good reasonsgiven for selling ont.

Grand Raplda, MJik.

*

Roscommon

jottings.
Potatoes aro now coming in lively.

The

reports me hundred bushels

of potatoes to the acre.

The

wealber has turned decidedly

Senatob Gordon

is to take the

y
Furniture

county.

cooler since our last thunderstorm.

Rev. Dr. Phelps will

dll

(he pulpit of

Hope Church to-morrow (Sunday) morn-

At a Greenback celebrationin ShenanThe market-day in Zeeland will be hel
hekh
doah, Pa., last Monday there was a proon Wednesday,November 6th— this is the
day

^

after the fall election.

of

>wa, is
is
Orange City, Iowa,

here on

a visit;

and

ith his
his
is stopping with

\

daughterof

a

Methodistmtnisler.”

Saturday afternoonlast a ten-year- st\ution.—

Grand Raplda, will old daughter of Mr. Martin Clark, residonce more address our citizens on the ing on River street, broke her arm while
playing on a spring board with other
politicalIssues of the
Mb. W. 8. Benham editor of the

children.

ical

speech at Ventura the previous even-/

than

—

(

yo^ia^MOW

Mr. John Greer, the cow

thief, of

)r.

Monday last, and

days

Eighth Street,

government, has had intimation that

in

is

some

making preparationsto

Retail.

for

Bedroom

Setts

was sentencedto sixty

the Detroit House of Correction.

go house-

Ben

Coffins

and Caskets

always

the Post

Jas. Ryder, celebrat*d\ improvementsare being made and con
their tin wedding on Saturday evening templated,tending to improve the strength
last. The Phoeuix Hotel presented a live and capacity of this mill.

Mu. and Mrs.

ly scene,
a lute

and the gayeties were kept up

hour. Mr. Ryder** popularityas

^Mr. T. A. Burke, starecutterat
a

the

of his

Call la and get bargains.

and has occupied it with hia tamily.
a curiosity

and a very rare one,

A CHANGE!

to

UR.

factory of E.

ng had happened.

Ho

Tub Superintendentof Public InstrucCollege by his will.
Mr. Van der Veen’s new store is almost tion has appointed a Teachers’ Institute
It is not any one business man that is completed, the carpenters, Mr. Toren & to lie held at Berlin, In this county, compolling in a large fall stock of goods, but Van Kampen are doing the finishing work, mencing at 2 p. m., Monday, Oct. 21»i,
quite a number of them, and among them and the appearance of that work places 1878, and closing Friday evening followwe notice that Mr. Herold has opened up these men in the front rank as fine work- ing. Prof. A. W. Taylor, Spring Luke,
a tremendous large stock of boots, slippers, men. The upper floor of the building Local Committee. Prof. H. A. Ford,
rubber goods, and mittens, cheaper than will be devided off into six handsome Kalamazoo, Condutor. Mrs. Kate B.
ever before. The selections made by Mr. rooms, whose light, airyness and locality Ford, Kalamazoo, Instructor.
Herold are very good, and will insure him are unsurpassedIn this
lated for office rooms.

~

^

beaujifulnew hall for the

Odd

rapid sales. Go and see hi* stock.

The

Mu. Ale P.

city,

Thursday

October 17th. All are invited to attend
ami witness the ceremonies, after which

grand ball will take place

a

in the hall.

itfcane,

and broucht him

od due inquiry

it

to this

city. Up-

was found that thU man,

liose name proves to

be G. W. Brown,

escaped from the Insane Asylum, at

id

days ago.

G. J.

KROON,

cash;

j'oir,

The beitkindaof

Parlor aacL Cooking Makes Custom Work a

STOVES,

Specialty.
D R

CUTLERY, sad everything

else In

oar line.

“

Farming Implements as cheap
From and
Tinware repaired and made

tq Order.

CLEARED.
Oct. 8-8chr. Spray, Chicago, 87 m ash lumber,
S5m fb staves.
8— “ Maria. Chicago, W bn apples, 100
bkta peaches. HO bkts grapes.

Opposite the Post-Office.
WM. b. MELIS.
Holland, August,81,

1878.

?9-8m

“

10-

1*

Tri- olor, •illwaukee,
Sllbrls headings.

m tb staves

W. &

H.

the ladies of Holland, both old

retail trade in this vicinityduring the

when there will be a 1.200 cords of wood, may give our readers
grand opening. The moii beautiftil some idea of the magnitude of this grow-

time in this latitude a waterspout

III,

who buy

NO.

22

Ware

RIVER STREET,

large supplies.

in

Holland, - - - Michigan

G.

Thu new church

building

The above firm make a specialty of custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
enough to compete with any house In the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice variety ol
Ladles and Children al oes and gaiters.

Short Notice.
W. * U. KLPERDINK,

S4-ly

We have )a*t added to

HEW

A

STORE. Sewing Machines

\

FRUIT! FRUIT!

Parlor Suits,

’ Lounges,

Paid for Butter and
Eggs.

•

Congressmen—considereda heavy loss for the wind; they finally succeeded In doing
the Republicans.In Indiana the State this and let her drift ashore, then that sail
has gone Democratic,giving ^Democratic blew away, and the men took to the foremajority in the Legislature of 6 on Joint rigging,where they remained until they
ballot; the Nationals elected only 6 men neared the shore about* mile to northto the Legislature; the Congressmen elect- ward of our harbor, when they were
ed are 6 Republicans,6 Democrats and

1

taken off by

a little boat

belonging to the

Sandy Morrison, on Tuesday
gain. In Ohio the slate ticket will snm last. The men, three in number, were alup about 5,000 Republican majority,but most exhausted when taken off, and have
the Democrats have elected several more suffered terrible while clinging to the rigCongressmenthan beiore. InWest Vir- ging for so many hours. The schooner
National— which

is

ginia tbosliontion

also a large

is

Democratic schooner

reversed by the fusion

of the Repitblicsna with the Greenbackers
and elected one Congressman, the state
ticket, however, went Democratic. All
the reports agree that the Greenback vote
both in Ohio and Indiana seems ridiculously small compared with the effort that
was made.

has gone to pieces and

is a total

The oak lumber with which she
loaded belonged to Messrs. P. Plan

nested the authorities of the

View and North Chicago

of $85,000 for

Towns
to

me

Holland, Mich., Aug.

28,

1878. 28-8m

Ever IntroducedInto thle City.

We

offer all

26-8m

s.

Joslin&Breyman, English

—

AND

—

In balk and fn Bottle.

Vo. 1QO Monroe Street*

<Sva*« Baptist Biel.
W

Also Agent for Robert Smith Brewery. N.
cor. of Rtb and Minor streets, Philadelphia.Mr.
Robert rimltb, baa succeeded In making and lotroduclng an Ale, which be calls "India Pal# Ale,"
and baa succeeded so well that It Is highly recommended as a tonic fur weak peraois.

of

levy a

the maintenance of that

Watchmakers | Jewelers, A

coming fiscal year. The
DEALERS IN
levy asked for was $75,000, and tbr
crease for the coming year is made for
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
e purpose of protecting the Lakesbore
veway from the heavy seas.” Thus it
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
that this brushwork is very satisfac, and becoming deservedly popular,
h among private corporations and
vernment engineers. A few dsys ago
Mr. R. Kanters was requested by two
Government engineers,Messrs. Col.
Robert and Capt. Bcbermerhorn,to acAll Kinds of Spectacles;
company them to their works at Sturgeon
Bay Canal and other harbors, to obtain ^
itntion the

r 1

V«U Rtoe oTcMt Peut

the vessel and the loss falls beav

Thompson

Washington.

family.

and Scotch Ales,

GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,

the

Jr Harrington, and pipt of
saved. There was no Insur

beau—

Importer of

on

E.

wilt be

the

at extremely
low figures. Come and See.
H. MEYER & CO.
and

his opinion in regard to certain peculiarities of those works. They were highly
pleased with Mr. Ranter's plans and will
Repairing Neatly and Pronptiy Executed.
recommend them to the authorities at

and

»

FINE COFFINS

atrial and 8^11
buy to your advantage.
G. A. KONING.

ive

„

WALNUT CASKETS

keep on hand a foil inpply of Groceries and
visions,which will be sold cheap for cash.
will

,

Easy Chains, Etc.
——Alio

.'lUd.1 'I ill

oners, in accordance with the law, have

ke

;

A New and Beautiful

In Iowa the state ticket has gone Republi-

10,000 majority, but the aged to set a piece of her fore-staysailand
Grieenbadk’Deihocr&ts
(fusion)elected two were a long while trying to get her before

onr atock of

NEW- FURNITURE
-

W

can by about

,

ALL KINDS OF

is

binhday and jedding parties, and are
A bad accident occurred on Lake Mich quite popular with their townsmen. In
heavy shawls, cloaks, mottoes, toys,
igan on Sunday last, about 40 miles fro
short, everything in and around Zeelan
holiday presents, and a thousand other
our harbor. It was blowing hard, a hig
denotes thrifty sod prosperity.
articles, which can be seen but not resea was running and the schooner
membered. Their store Is about oneWhile Mr. R. Kanters was home on a
Bates, Capt. John Thompson, wasrnnnin
quarter large enough to display the
short visit, Mr. A. M. Kanters, the junior
under double reefed canvas, when t
goods. We are authorized to invite all
partner of the firm, was successful in sink
schooner sprung a terrible leak under b
the ladiet-of this city to go am] tee their
ing their lost piece of brushwork for this
bow, filled in a few minutes, capsiz
beautiful array of goods on Wedofes
dptesday
season's job before Lincoln Park, at Chirolled the mainmast overboard, lost he'
next— See their renewed advertlsement.
cago, on Tuesday last. They expect to
boat, dumped her deckload, and after-.
The latest news about: tk# elections we wards righted herself again. She lai(i«et lhrou*h wlth 1,1,8 86,180,18,8work ,n
glean from the Chicago papers of yester- with her nose so deep in the water, that it|a,M,ut lwo week9* ,lie prospects for
work on a larger scale next year look
day morning and may be summed up thus: was necessary to let her anchors run out,
I tiering. ’The Lincoln Park Gommiswhich lightenedher a little. They man-

VAARWERK.

CHEAP! CHEAP!

Repairing neatly done and at

almost finished, is plain and neat, trimmed

beautifnl

J.

Holland. Mich., Sept. 10 1877.

he built a crosswalk in front of his store.

factory.

sets or in large

quantities.

and with enterprising spirit has caused to

worsted goods, of new colors and designs, ing enterprise.This amount of wood will
reflects credit upon the architectand
are being unpacked arjd will be offered have to he provided again for next year,
builders. The Zeeland Cornet Band keeps
for sale on that day. Their stock of new and every preparation will be made to
up its practice and amuses itself and their
trimming for hats is immense; gold manufacture more and more every sue
friends hy serenading at all prominent
tipped feathers * glitter with dazzling ceeding year.

of

liberal deduction to

Rockingham and Yellow

with red brick, neatly but not gaudy, and

brilliancy;• large stock

A

&

on Wednesday next,

of White Granite

plete stock

those

I iav* opened a new business on the corner of
Els ith and Market street. In the «tore formerly
Messrs. De Free, Von Bree
Westhoek occ pled hy A. Flletstra,where I will buy all Mnda
and young, want to witness a beautiful winter months, and consists of first-class
of f nit, vogetablea, and farmtng produce at regn
are doing a nice business and are tteadlly market price*.
display of fancy goods, they ought to go red and white brick. The fact that this
augmentingthe capacity of their manuto the store of the Misses Van den, Berpe bussiness requires the consumption of
if

I

and will keep on hand a com-

Their last kiln contained 600,000 brick, a

for the

date,

intend to devote to this line of

ELFERDINK’S

Last 8unday forenoon we saw for the
first

after this

and C. C. Ware.

^

Now

ROCKERY!

coming up over Lake Michigan, of a pro-

supply which will he kept on band

VAN RAALTE.

trade the necessary attention,

Some of our stump speakers are bdving
Mr. Vanderbiltanticipates a revival of digious size. It was to he seen in a
lots of fun about what they bear from
business
in the fall. He says the New straight southwesterlycourse from the
their opponents.For instance, one of our
young men was having a nice little debate York Central has ordered 800 new cars city, and lasted about ten minutes It
is presumed that it broke when it struck
at Hudaonville, on Thursday evening last, and the Erie 2,000 to meet the expected
against the high bluffs on the shore. T wo
and alter the close o( the debate, several demands. This is a cheering sign, and
others tried to form from the clouds but
little speeches were indulged in, among the chances are in favor of decided immade no connection with the wafer below.
which was one delivered by Mr. Weather- provement in trade and business between
Our
sailorssay that they snw one on Lake
wax, in which he accused and blamed Mr. Ibis and next spring. Hundreds of new
Michigan
the week before, and two week*
Stone for not introducing the bill, about freight cars have been put on the roads
ago
(he Chicago papers announcedthe apwhich so much hits already been said and running west of Pittsburgh,controlled
pearance of one near Racine harbor.
written, and for the aery intfliductionof by the Pennsylvania Company.
These are the first, to our recollection,
which our actual settlers on those lands
As a showing what one of our brick having been witnessedin this region.
blame Mr. Stone. Mr,' Weatherwax’satyards have done during the season just
tention was called to his tremendous
Politics are still very quiet in the Vilclosed, we can mention that of Veneblunder, after which he apologized. We
lage of Zeeland, but business goes on in
klaasen& Sons, who manufactured 2,100, recommend the Holland City News to
its even tenor. Mr. J. Block has put up a
000 brick, of which 1,500.000 were shipped.
Mr. Weatherwax,which will keep him
new sign over bis neat little drug store,
posted on that land question.

K.

ARRIVED.

The ticketsfor the bail, including supper,

Alnmazoo, for the third time. The
$2.00. Our Saugatuck friends will un- authorities of the Asylum sent (or him and
doubtedly have a big time on the 17th.
look him back into the institutiona lew

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

as anywhere.
Tiik following are the arrivalsand clearances up to Friday morning:

Fellows, at Saugatuck, which has been tie township of Olive, captured a man, Oct. 8-8cbr. Spray, Racine, light.
“ Marla. Milwaukee, 15 brl* lime.
under construction this summer is finished tlis week, who to all appearances, whs
“ 10— “ Tri-Color, Chicago,light.
and will be publicly dedicated on

®00^8 an^ Shoes

{respectfullyaollcltthe custom of every fkrmer
i clilsen who may feel Inclined to deal with me.
Of the neateststyles and beat qualitieswblsk I
til keep on hano and will fell cheap
offer cheaper than anybody else.

and are calcu-

Stegenga, ttupervisor if

DEALER IN

we

Van der Veen & Co., got
can mention that Mr. A. Bosnia, fruitpiece of a heading against his forehead
grower near the harbor of Black Lake,
We are informed by Prof. Beck, librar- ith such velocitythat it almost killed picked a pint of ripe second-growth
m. A gash was cut above the nose strawberrieslast week. The berries were
ian of Hope College, that a valuable coluflward
on the forehead which bled prolection of books bos Just been received.
presented to Mrs. Trimpe, who is at pi
They consist of the theological and fiiely, hut Mr. Burke merely patched it ent suffering and bound to a sick
and went on with his work as if noth- account of a recent accident.
school library of the late John Vander*
left

HEROLD.

1877.

1,

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

Having purchasedthe hardware atock ar.d bust
e*# containedlu’tho store tormerly occupied by

landlordis still on the increase.

veer, D. D., of Easton, Pa.,

E.

Hoixann, Mich., Sept.

book store

a dwelling bouse, and had it handsomely painted up and grained by our
artists Mr. J. Grootenhuis and Dinkeloo,
into

As

us.

X am now selling the Howe Sewing Machine,
end will henceforth keep It for sale at my store
Peddlingmachines with wagoni has been abolished
for the simple reason that the pricee of machine*
tie too low to admit of any exponao In that way

Fair dealing can be relied on.

Marsac, Miss Mary

modeled the second floor

Rapida, weighing 8,500 pounds. Other

callmd1£e

Setts,

on hand.

List of letters remaining in

Oar rah,

Ladles' and Oentieman'awsar.

r

etc

_

Holland.

City or

time,

office at Holland,Mich., Oct. lOih, 1878:

A. F.

and Parlor

)

While I thank the public for their patronageof
sentence is light, owing to a recomBump, Klaas Mulder, F. D. Hotchkiss, the paat, I hope to merit and solicita liberalsnare
In our previous issue we spoke of a
ot It for the fatnre.
mend from the jury.
Mrs. Louisa Johnson, Jnrne* A. Hufford.
large Early Rose potato shown ut, and
N. B. Call and see a moat beautifulvariety•
Wm. Verbkek, P. M.
now comes Mr. James Corn ford from the
An immense new fly wheel has just
Camp Chair*, ornamenta,picture frames, bracketa
Lake Shore, with a potato of the same been put into the Plugger Mills, manu.8. RE1D8EMA.
Mr. L. T. Kiinters has entirely re- etc.,
Hollakp, May IS., 1878.
kind which weighs 29 ounces. Who can factured by the Leitelt Brothers, at Grand
~

—

Beautiful Liue Oeese Feathers, Cheap. A Complete a-sortmentof Chlldrea'a and Infants’
ahees for Ml and winter, and a foil line of

which keeping in consequence.

e spoke in our last issue, was tried on

y HU

beat this?

Just received at

HEROLD,

E.

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

will have to slay here for

and

’

Gramh

Timet,

W. W. Burke, harbor Inspector

ft.

,

Haven Herald made us a friendly call on
Thuraday last Mr. Benham made a polit-

(Mich.) Business

aduate, is a most popular and useful In*

of

day.

I have parcbaeefl lower
cheaperthan ever before,

BOOTS A SHOES

proficient accountants and business men

the

On

Tuesday the 29ih day of October

Mr. Sam'l D. Clay,

Which
will sell

Coaaa
young lady on being asked where her
College, from which some of our most
Itive place was replied; “I have none;

y

OF

newatockof

.A

am

sen in the Yillit|e of Zeeland.

On

The Grand Rapids

—

Can be wade bj examining the large

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS. FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

cession of fifteen thousand persona.

ing and evenin?.
Rkv. S. Bolks,

J

Malignant diptheria la raging in SumSum•kaon
mit
and
Liberty
townships,
Jacl
hundred

housand bushels.

STOCK
—

^llMoney! Money!! UIETW

barley crop ot Minnesota this year

estimatedat eight million five

A Large and Fine

slump in

Georuia.

Holland, March

*4,

1878.

splendid stock of Cigars

other liquors always on

and

hand.

10-tf

BANKING.

JACK

HU
Plim
BANKER,

HOLLAND,

. .

MICHIGAN.

Doe* a general Banking, Exchange, and Colle.
tlon business. Collections made on all point* In
the United States and Europe, Particularattentlon paid to the collection*of Banks and Banker*.
Kerofttanceamade on the dav of payment. All
bnaineH Intrusted to me shall bare prompt i ‘
tlon. Interest allowed on time desoslr
to check at sight Foreign excl
sold. Ticket* to and from all

“

My

•old at

my

oflee.

JACOB TAM

j

A HUNDRED TEARS FROM NOW.

There was

a

mdaent’s silence.

'

^iefmezw:

tained a little plain sewing— enough to
buy their daily bread. Beyond this she
could accomplish nothing; and when

rich house. Bertha, so poor, sufferinj
in this house?”

en

“ But we cannot eat the house?” soil
“
with a faint sidile,^! ^t last the ^welve mbnths were, pp she
he gflTor little Bertha. Ami bean to the etenwl ehore its dally freight of think I aril ftctnaHy hungry?”
could not produce a single dime. An '1
“ Child, it would easily sell in these
aoula.
Still Bertha did hot' speak.
then the girl shed the bitterest tears of hard
har< times even.” y4 iV, ,-<•
“Are you asleep, dear Bertha?”
here Kfe1; 1 ’
5 !• «; .iWell,” said 19-year-oldBertha,
•“No, mflriuna— I was thinking. Mab
“ how could I sell a Jiouse ? And mamfrom now.
•kAAgone awj.sl^ adtled.
^ Philip Henry had just returned from ma knot’s less about such things than I
Oh, mighty’ hhman brotherhood f %rhy flereeiy war think we nwfed<be**4)nty'nB
tiv>— -and abroad. It was summet, And the season do.”
andatrive,
.
unusually hot. He strolled along A— th
“Poor little thing! You could have
While God’s great world haa ample apace for every’ thing
</
street,a handsome fellow to. see, cer- let it for enough to live on in comfort
Reond fleJdai unculturedand undalmed, aaewalttainly. But you had seen happier faces, all your life !” lauJWed Philip, with tears
ing Hrlhaplow
perhaps.
Of progn
that ahall make them bloom a hundred
in his eyes, as he looked down in the
Jrei fromhow.1
Lie down and jtylMgGf— ”
“A wearisome comingihome^heaaid, pretty, puzfeted fa6e.! ,/M Fortunately you
“I must go on an errand, mamma. looking along the familiar street, “I, did not Wfe will keep it now for our
^rnwllj nMiWrt, nuTltaoto be 'gone fever ten minutes^' A\
who was coming home to be married!” home. And the larder shall never be
,i golden atalrs to climb ao high above our brother
Yes, nen’ous mjd harassed the girl
A look of bitterness crossed the hand- empty again, Bertha!”
innMi.b
dri^r.MuSlji at an earthly ahrlne in alaviah homage l^feked. She' tied u veil ' tightly over som'e facte.
That blessed roiai
; bowl i
wLfmfl , her face, and caught PP ^er shawl. In
“How soon she forgot me! 'See w’hat
1. .>(!(
i 0«r gold will rust, ourselve* be dust, a hundred
an instant she was in the street.
a woman’s promise ts worth !”
« u.flW^froa
Oa - i
A Ndvel Feat In Dentistry.
He was proud And rbsentful. Two
Why prise ao much the world’sapplause? Why
V.
unanswered
letters
had
beeh
^enorigh.
Scalp-grafting has become a qiuite
<”• 'dreidl ab much its blame?
A fleeting echo isitrvoice of ccmiurc «r-<)f fame; cheeks as she. threaded several short He thought he bad whistlhd his faithless common perfoftrian^e.' but it will be
The praise that tlirillathe heart,the acorn thatdyea
streets.
lady-love down the wind, yet he would news to many that tfeeth may b6 simiAt last she was in the open thorough- have given all the wealth he bad gained larly transplantedand made to grew in
fare, and looked abbut her.
in those two years abroad to have met other mouths than the original owner’s.
Right opposite was a window fufi of Bertha Farley that^ay face to face.
Oh, patient heart,that meekly bear your weary load
Dr. Thonftto, of Detroit,’ details in the
of wrong! 5,1 f,i
itches and jewelry,and above hnng
watc
It was a hot day.,,, Suddenly it was Dental Odsmos a case irrwhich he sucOh, earnest hearta,that bravely dare, and. striding,
three gilt balls.
stifling;then a great rain-cloudemptied cessfully performed this operation,ingrow more strong!
ufmurcd itself almost before .the sun was ob- serting in the mouth ptitt gentleman,
Ptom om tilk perfact peace is woo: you’llJifer
’ybu

'mow,

'
•’

RaiUMATUM, Salt Rheum.
”lDMRT DUEAIU, and

tna.

deif,”

1

.rs$effls.rx::a:
,

Wamfitod a PERFECT CURE (or

mona| .returned)/or all tht trnrH
fOWLt’s Jnrmiof
PlLKa, LXPROBT, ScUOf.

.

:}‘

altrer

I

and Blood.
ton.

R FUrj>gnXVULLKR,A^a..Cblc^o
$25 Mi.r,-: NOVELTIES

c U

tald eTerywhett.^lrTio
A Bo•ttle.

$1 0 £

8is££* UutfttMf'ree tws.
H.

J.

BUFFORtrS^Sbno,Mnnufadarinfc

-s

Publishers,

AGENTS, READ THIS!

1 1

•l
•».
now,

simp!.0®!"
WUMLMqN &

renew.-1"

w

to.. Manhttll.Mick.

;

.

'

/

;

iStfMK ‘oMli.mf'IwiiL

scured.

itfcefi

yean from now.

ifcnft

dh^dtew-#rmg

from her finger. _ _____
T It was a beautiful ring— a circlet of
very large and pure • rubies. They
fiashc^ i^e^sparkaof ^re px tlie sunlight as the. girl drow jtfrom her hand.
.Then she plunged across the street,and
with desperate haste unclosed the pawn,

“d

to11

y-v 'Tf'™'

®

i.1 fl-u,,.

FiiPirailve Pllli

Everybody hastened to shelter. Philip
Henry looked down' at his light sntamer

,,, y’s
Of weeks previously. He opened into thj

shoes, and stepped into a doorway.!
course, the shower

(

canal and pulp Chamber pf the tooth
from the apex of the root only ; ciit th
When, ’mid the bleat, with God you rest, the grateful land shall bow -end off one-eighth of an inch (itbeinw
Above your clay in rcv’rent love a hundred yeara
that much too long), reduced the size
i*td>r «
. :T
somewhat in the denter of the root (it
Earth’s empire rise and fall. Time! like breaken broker’s
"
gilt balls.. r)(1., ' s
being a trifle larger than the root exon thy shore.
A pawnbroker’sestablishment some- tracted), filled and, placed it in position.
They rush upon thy rocks of doom, go down, and p-Thwo waO^a fatj)lacl> -whiskered mfin,
. are no mora;
smelling of garlic behmd the counter. times holda rare curiosities, and, the He states that the occlusion, shape, and
Thy atarry wilderness of worlds that gem night’a He snatched eag^ly at the ring as Ber
rain still falling heavily,1 Henry obeyed color were perfect, so much so that several
it brow
•

door.

-

Ab

Father, to whose sleepless eyes the past and

openpage.ffi

protecUng

wMmT
lopg yea?

yet.”

j

,

,

|

.He was a lai£9, benign man, and he
looked' down ohewfully on Bertha Jaricy as he
ne spoke,
e
ley
rubbing his hands— his
plump, white
wh
hands — and anticipatinga
delighted
Si answer. i .i!'[ /
Therew
was none. The girl’s lips moved,
fmt there was ho afftculated' response,
snd a look passed over her face that
teemed one of
1
Certainly her cheek grew iveryl pale.
The doctor .stared at her in amazement.
“Beef-tea, 'sii, you said, and— and bid
i

agony.

port!” shefaltered.
“Yes; you know how to make beefitea, I suppose?”
,

-sir*”

-

with ner dinner. Here is my card. Tell
Dingley I sent you, and he will give you
a first-class article.”
Bertha

bowed.

W

2

wil
will

my

dear.”
even/ dollars!

/ *18
And when I bring
you hack the money T can have the
'.

added Bertha, earnestly.
“Oh, yes, my dear; any time within
twelve months,” ,
He handed ter the money in silver.
Her thin fingers closed over it, but she
had removed her veil, and stood looking apfiousfy the man.
“You will be sure and not’ sell 'the
ring, gir-. I will pertainly redeem it befote the. twelve mbnths are out. My
name is Bertha Farley,” she added ;
“I live at No. 870 A— h street.”
^ The old pawnbroker smiled at the
custogiers
unsophisticatedair.
^rilli; jglyfrank And
;

,

,

r.

communicative.
“I will write it down, my dear, and
give yof a ticket. You, can have the
ring when yen bring back like money,”

.

;

.-£¥es,

it,

V

,

and old port— and we shall keep her
p|

“This ring?
g?

ring back,”

nourishing,. diet— plenty of beef-tea

with us many;

inr^

hands.
to Tliy

‘Oh, yes,” said the doctor, rising at

:

sudden impulse and stepped -within.
The owner was fat; black-whiskered,and
smelled of garlic. He was arranging
some rings on a velvet cushion.
iSnc
lend YOu $7 on i,i. “Are those rings to be sold?” asked
Henry, carelessly.
a

•

i. 8.
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Change, sorrow, death are naught to us if we may
f 1 safely {ww { 7 'A 'A (!
Beneath the ahadow of Thy Uirone a hundred yeara

a

came down

A

wm

Our

rain

RiobJBlood.

health.

would not

last long.
in bucketfuls.
Watching it absently it did not occur to
him at first to observe the features of
his locality. At last, ho saw the three

The

dum Now

tom in three mon
each

M

“A bit of nice beefsteak or a chop for
her dinner, and a very light meal at

he added, civilly.
Bertha came out, trying to think only
of the money in her hand. It would
buy her dear, sick mother nourishing
food. Bat when she reached the store
she found that she was still crying softly for her ring. Again she drew down
her veil. She bought a steak, nice fresh
butter, and a French loaf.
She could (have hugged the bundles
with gladness and gratitude as she received them.
Darling mother, your precious life is
safe!” she murmured.
She ran-kome, coaxed the fire to bum
Wi^h "fe' couple ‘
broiled /the
steak, made: some teat and Was at 'the
bSaside Of the invalid in less than
half an hour from the time she le;
1
will! »u upi)6t*zijig
ii] n

of

who saw the case W6re not able
to distinguish the transplanted° tooth
dentists

from the others. * The two featuresin
the case that he calls particular attention tb are: first, that, although the
tooth had been in his office four weeks,
“Oh, surely, my friend.”
there is to-day no perceptible change in
. Suddenly the cool, blonde face flushed.
color; and, second, that the reattach“That circlet df rubies— will you let ment is as perfect as though it had
me see it?”
been transplantedor replanted the same
* The man permitted.day of extraction. Dr. Thomas knows
“I once owned this ring. Will you but two obstacles in the way of the
tell me who brought it here ?”
perfect practicability of “transplanting;”
“It is not stolen, eh?” cried the old first, the difficultyof obtaining the
pawnbroker, in alarm.
proper teeth at the proper time ; an
“Oh, no. I shall not claim or take it second, the possibility of inoculati
unless I pay you for it. But I should The latter is the more formidable of
like to know who brought it here.”
two, and, to escape the ills that
Henry was trembling,though he made follow, the greatest caution is n
an effort to conceal it.
The first difficultyis more easily
“It is a very nice ring.” The man over; for it is not necessary thattne
hesitated. “A young lady brought it. tooth transplanted should correspdnd
She ‘pawned it with me, but the time exactly in shape and size to the one Exhas run out. I put it in the window for tracted ; if it is too large, it may be caresale.”.
fully reduced ; or, if too small, new os’
• :''i
It is a very nice one, as you say. seous deposit will supply the deficiency.
This young lady did not care for the Neither is it necessary,as we have seen,
that the transplanted tooth should be a
ring, I presume?”
“Pethftps She Hid, though. She had freshly-extractedone.
/

«n

been crying,
trouble* I

I remember. She was

thought.

in trouble* sir.”,

I often
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h street.”
“What is the price of this ring?”
“You may have it for $50. It is worth
twice the money, sir ”
Henry did not speak again. He
paid for the ring and left the establishment.;

Difference.

PoetofBoe and Expresa eddress.
Pedrl Street,

KewToHL

NEWSPAPE1W & MAGAZINES
club ntea. Time, troubleAnd expense saved by sab.
scribing through the Rocky Mountain Subscription
at

will

------ ------------------ ------- prices. _
also iurntah Books of aU kinds at lowest prices.

Rocky Mountain BtereoscopicViews
Aipeotalty. Don’t faQ to write atonpe for our oiroulan.
Agents can make big money. Address
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i#ifly Is purely wfetable
preparedexpreasly fur the above diseases. If
II has
cored thouisudi. Evciy bottlewarranted. Send to W.
IE. Clarke, Providence, H i., for llluttrated namphld.
If your druggist don't have it, kewill order it fofyi
_

I
I
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ABOLISHED.

in

’

sufferer send

w

Ph. H. O. ROOT, 183

- . .Simple, yet wonderful.
StMMjfnlattachmentfor each
kind of machine j in ordering,
name the machine. Price One
Dollar. Aak a Sewing Machine
dealer. Agents wknted.

see people Patent Medicines— A Distinction and a

“Do you kpow her name?”
“Yes. Miss Bertha Farley, No. 870

A

^

,

The Commissioner of Internal Reve8nn Bnl
nue, in answer to a letter from a firm
interestedin the subject, says all patent
or proprietary medicines,medicinal
preparations, and compositionswhich
are really such, and which are really
made, prepared, or compounded by any
private formula, occult secret or art of
which the full and proper formula is not
published in some standard medical authority, are subject to a stamp tax; and,
although alcoholic or distilledspirits . The Aatldotd to Alcohol Found
may be used as an element, ingredient, THE FATHER

sjfc.»,drk.

RlSlNG^UN
STOVE POLISH

Half an hour later, Bertha, sad, pale,
and weary, opened, the door to a handat Last.
some and prosperous young gentleman
took up his hat
away.
—very unlike any visitor who had enREMEDY
la s certain and speedy cure for intemperance. It de"A very singular girl,” he said to himtered her door of late.
or component part of -such articles, stroys afl appetitefor skobolla liquors and DuUds tip the
•self, as he went down the stei*. “SKo
1 “Philip!”
*y
preparations and compositions, still, if nervous
a tray.
pernte I
has hung over her mother evpry minute
“Bertha ! Can this be you ?”
they are in use and effect as well as in remove
“Oh, how nice!” exclaimed Mrs. r arIt also enros every k
tf^r/the tast.tlpree weeks, and I now asBefore the girl’s white, tired, melanor THR LIVCB. Bold by all druggiaU.fl I per
loy.
“Help me sit up, dear. Did you choly countenance all his resentment name medicinal articles,are so held out PIDITY
sure her that she will get well — a thing
Bottle. Pamphleton ” Alcohol,its Effects on the Huand
recommended
to
the
public,
the
man Body, and Intemperanon at a Disease,"sent free.
C&k the steak yourself? I don’t 're- faded into thin air. Before she could
lhat seemed impossiblethree days ago
FATHER MATHEW TEMPERANCE AND MANUmember that Mabi ever prepared Any- speak he had drawn her into Iris arms, manufacturer or compounder is not held FACTORING 00., 3fl Bond St., New York.
«k{ ddn’lleven smile. ! I latC thofce
liable to a tax as a rectifier, nor are those
demonsurativepeopld!” exdaSfed the thing so nicely. It is delicious !?
AGENTS WANTED FOR
and kissed her dear, thin cheek.
persons who sell such medicated articles
And
weakly,
yet
with
evident
en)oydoctor, always impatient of anything in“We have been unfortunate,Philip.” liable to pay a special tax as liquor
went, she ate' and drubk all tint was
“I see. Why did you not answer my dealers, but, on the other hand, Articles
weri i{Ciolt the brought her.
letters from California?”
which are held out, labeled and sold as
Her daughter hung over her with Reonly thing that ruffled him.
“I never received them. I have had medicated liquors, wines, gins, brandy,
T
Bertha Farley?. ..She ctood light.
no word or news of you for over a whisky, cordials, bitters,which are, sublistening to hli" 'rfetreat-. “Bertha, dear, I think yon ought riot year.”
stantially, wine or distilled spirits, and
-ing footsteps. Slid stood Ufefif /paid to have discharged Mab. There are tlje
“Nor I from you. And Iliad con- are used or sold as alcoholic beverages,
and still as a marble statue, a far-away, fires termake— you never made a fire in cluded that ypu had repented of your
even having stamps attached to the
* atrained look in her eyes, that greatly ybnr lifeYaridthe steps ro
engagement. ' '
package such as the law requires to be
“Dcurefet mother, I had us sodn mak^
• detracted from her beauty-j-for beauty
“Repetobd?
Oh, Philip, it attached to patenf and proprietarymed•akd/certaiiily llad, aft Seti|t.| There was the,^- as not; and, as for the steps, seemed so hard when you Seemed to go,
icines, cannot be legally sold except un«4he faint dint df a diniplc in 'the white never mind. Lie down and sleep, and too. Papa died, and theii the pttJperder the special stamp tax of aliqtior
then you' will get sirbrig.”
-cheek ; the features were .finely chiseled
dealer, and a maker, compounder," or Send postal-card for mapa and pamphletdescriptiveof
16 coantlMi Low freights.Land exploring Ucteu, out
Antl'Bertha,who fflrthree weeks had
the ripples of Ark*
fine as silk;
manufacturer of such liquors or- beverhot the countenance was pale to* sallow- dragged through, the unaccustomedtask
SOTb|p^l}reto0 lOWA^ffAf LKOA » 7 LAND
ages is liable to pay special tax as a reccookhfc washing fer— ”
ness now, and tne, expressionone to md-i iinSoiifci
I*w*' "
ifier.— IFfla/impton telegram.
notonous melancholy.
and nursing an invabd
“Bertha, did you need to pawn my
the bedclpikhes,
Bertha tufnM Wrfe fo a ftndcfjiit
ctJ 7/ v
Signs of Weather.
^last, and slipped , hpr hand into the
down Btdir* with
“Philip, my mother was almost starvpocket of^ her dress. Jahe. drew forth a
Dew is a sign of fine weather, And is
-dainty peart pCrtfatottMle 'sWPuif^ltaped oThenext day she bought the ^brt wine, ing. She was sick and weak, and the
•it. JtVBsempJy.i
more beef; and another French Tbaf;
Nourishing diCT — beef, wine— her and then she friurtl needs employ a
-life depends on it now, And I have no woman to waah .the great basket of
moneyl”
clothes Which had aotehmulated during
lar heat; and, as they can give forth
was valuable. It did such violence
fOAflOO sens takaa Is *»r«»etjths by U.MO P*T*s.
No wonder, the doctor did not, sus- her mother’s sickness.
warmth, the radiationfrom the earth is Good
ellmste, soli,wsier.sod bulldlnc stoae. and good somy feelings to put it to such a use; bt
pect. The girt wore a dainty /wrapper ' Washing and ironing were arts unslaty.
Address, fl. J. GUa»ir, Land Caia’r, Balias, k sates.
checked, and a warmer temperature preI was desperate. , I promised myself
of rose-colored cashmere. The room known to Bertha, even if she had the
served, Wind evaporates the moisture
TlsinD BBrs ooBsrrr
redeem it soon, but I have had no monej
terelrrdthe Hlflirat Mcdsl
thr rrrent
was furnished with oak andgreen velvet.
as fast as it appears ;irad, if the wind is
»ace.”
The hanging of the bed weyp white as
PARIS
EXPOSITION,
trbnblo was tliat lier moriSy
westerly, there is little dew or clouds to
0»<r *11 Ami-rlreiipoinpetirnre.Thrlr
“Don’t— don’t, my darling,look r be seen. The contrary is observed with
/snow, and the invalid was wrapped in began to dwindle.
PI.UIBLK HIP COKSKT (Uo H.Kiet)
nts with perfectesse, slid It w»«
•cambric and
,
“It will not hold out much longer,” broken-hearted!Poor bird! howenri an easterly wind, but a west wind blows
atirraD not to l.rttk down over tliv l.lps
rruim
nil^
Their HEALTH CORHKTwItli IK Imsaid Bertha, ,at last “What con I the world has been to you ! Bertha,
over a vast expanse of land, and, having
ved Hunt, a now a srcalrr Isvnrlle
wick woman
never. Th.lr N CUBING OOKSKT It
comfortable Aotf 5 I must
some. I toust •earn —mere is the ring.”
lost its vapor, dries up any moisture it
Iht
dell Klit of evtry mother.
couched
enough to live and get me back my "“Oh, Philip! how-”
may come across ; whereas an east wind,
_
**
merehsnt*.
“ This blessed rain drove me into till
WARNER BROS., S51 Broadway, N.T.
crossing the Atlantic, is full of vapor
lintfboO
Still keeping her mother in ignorance shop where it was. From what thl and sheds dew on all sides. These reof their straitened circumstances, the pawnbroker said, I gathered hope thal marks, of course, apply chiefly to pare Was so despe
le forth during' the after- you were not, as I had believed, indifj ticular localities, but the influenceof a
^rte in her anikr0enky<tlJat<il seemed as
of her invalid, and went from ferent and fickle. I had such an £
west wind may be seen in the spring.
miserable heart, child, when I
offering her services,
j -ii to
. . ,
is more copiously deposited in la the Best, Latest Improved,and moat Tfcor•; oughly Conutructed
autumn than in summer, as
“
tut business was dull ; there was more found it. To think that you should!
"JBertha, dear, are you, there?” - <<i
help than occupation ; and though many, barter away the nng which hadsymbol- 1 there is usually a great difference in
“ Yes, mother.” :?«*: r” \
;• '> pleased by her appearance, premised to ized my faith m you! It looked bad— 4 ithose seasons between the -temperature
Bertha came to the bed and put her give her a chance when times improved, did it not, Bertha?”
f day and night; in the spring, how“Yes”
woung face down beside the wrinkled
r, there is a small deposit of dew
Ever Invented.It Is
one on the pillow.
“But he said, you had been; crying.
en a v&t wind prevails; but in audoctor says I am getting better.” waiting went by. The day came when This turned my thoughts. I never saw tukm, during the soft influencesof the
AflENTM WANTED In looallUeewhere we
st
,,
poor Mrs. Farley, nursed in luxury, and you cry, brave, happy little thing that souih and west winds, the earth is cov- arenr
not represented.
of the case feist not tire yourself out so unequal to the emergency, was required you used to be! I wondered what was ered\with moisture. It has also been
CXsARK. afc CO.,
;ch yourself here on the bed, to know that actual poverty had over- wrong. Then the shocking thought observed that there is a greater forma
30
Union
Square,
Now York.
and have a nap. Mab will taken her.
that you might be in need came to me, tion of dew between sunset and midChlcafo.
At the most meager rates, Bertha ob- and drove me here. I saw the great,
*
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The Fat Men’s Convention.
of convulsion in my lungs, an element
We can see some pleasure, if no reason, in
of noise had sprang up.
chaotic
the convening of a baby show, but wo confess
Curious Revelations in the Great Will Case.
roaring ran through my brain, innumer- wo could never see the slightest cause, reason[Condensedfrom the New York papers.]
able drams began to beat far inside my able or otherwise, for a fat men’s convention,
In the great Vanderbilt will case, now
ear, till the confusion presentlycame to unless it bo the fact that misery loves company.
occupying the attention of one of the
fifty or a hundred men, whoso several
a monstrous thudding, every thud of For
weights range from two hundred to tlireo him*
New York courts, JHrs. Lillian Stoddart,
which wounded me like a club falling drea pounds, to hold a convention simply bewidow of Dr. Charles Anderson Stod*
repeatedly on the same spot.”-—Popw/ar cause of so much Surplus avoirdupois,is abdart, testifiedthat she first saw Commosurd to say the least It becomes doubly so
Science Monthly for October.
dore Vanderbilt at a Spiritual meeting
when wo retlectthat obesity is a disease. What
rt}i—
would wo think of as many persons emaciated
in Boston. This caused some discusby consumption holding a convontiouto comThe Eruption of Mt. Vesuvius.
sion as to the admission of testimony
pare their relative weights?There Is but one
to the belief of the Commodore in SpirMail advices ten days old, from Lon- ground upon which we would advocate another
itualism, but was finally admitted. The
don, report that Vesuvius was then fat men’s convention,and that is that they will
witness then said she next met Commo- throwing up lava to a height of 300 feet meet to discuss tho merits of Allau’s Anti-Fat,
the only known remedy for obesity. It is safe
dore Vanderbilt on the east side of the above the rim- of the new crater, and and reliable.Bold by druggie
city, at a meeting at which Dr. Stoddart
that a grand display of flames might he
and his friends were present. Dr. StodFor upward of 80 vears Mrs. WINSLOW'S
expected at any time. There have been
dart was a clairvoyant physician, or several eruptions of Vesuvius in the SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
medical clairvoyant, and the doctor was present century. A new crater opened with never-failing success. It corrects acidity
of tho stomach, relievoswind colic, regulates
introduced to the Commodore as such. in September, 1809, and continued to tho bowels, cures dysenteryand diarrhea,
Witness saw the Qommodore at his of- throw forth fire, lava and ashes during whether arising from teething or other causes.
An old aud well-tried remedy. 25 cts. a bottle.
fice, and on Fourth street, near Mcnearly four years. Then the mountain
Dougal street. Witness here said she was quiet for nearly twenty-three years,
Familiaritywith the writingsof the groat
knew Wi,lliam & Vainjerbilt, pud point- when in October, 1832, the great cone poets is a necessity to any one who wishes to
ed him ont, in court. On one pccasion fell in, and torrents of lava spread over appear well in company, for 10c. wo will send
Dr. Stoddart and herself met tue, Com- the adjacent country. Twelve years a book of 100 selections from the beautiful melodies of Moore, the grand poems of Byron, and
modore in Fourth street, at the park, afterward the village of Caposecco was the unequaled songs of Bums, and 50 popular
and spoke to him, and, after the Com- entirely destroyed,but, from that time songs. Desmond & Co., 915 Race street, Phila.
modore left, she noticed there was a man until the beginningof 1850, Vesuvius
Thirty of the best organ makers of
watching them. The man watching was quiet. In February, 1850, it again
the world are competitorsat the Paris Expositljejn was William H, Vanderbilt,and
sent forth its molten lava ; and another tion. A cable dispatchto tho Associated Press
he (iame back, and spoke to them when
great outbreak occurred in 1855, and says two highest awards have been awarded to
the Commodore was out of sight. The still another in 1858. In August, 1851, the American makers, Mason A Hamlin.
conversation was in September, 1874, in the eruption was remarkable, another
Hon. O. R Parsons, Mayor of Rochester,was
Washington square. William H. Van- small city being destroyed— -Torre del radicallycured of Bright's Disease by Craig’s
derbilt on (coming np said • u That genGreco— which had already been visited Kidney Cure. Depot, 42 UniversityPlace, N. Y.
tleman you were talking to is my father,
in 1794, when its cathedral, several
Chew Jackson’sBest Bweet Navy Tobacco.
and you are his medical clairvoyant. I churches, and many houses and stores
wish to have a private conversationwith; were obliterated. Among the most
IMPORTANT'NOTICE.— Farmer*, Famiyou.* ' We agreed to meet him nekt day
formidable eruptions, however, have ne* and Other* o&h purohaaa no lemadr equal to Dr.
at 10 o’clock at the Cosmopolitan Hotel,
been those of recent years, notably the TOBIAS’ VENETIAN LINIMENT, for tha cure of
Chambers street and West Broatl way, ope in April, 1872, when great rain was Cholera,Diarrhoea, Dyeentarjr,Croup, OoUo and Seaadd we did sd. • Mr. Vanderbilt seemed wrought in the surrounding country, alokn
surprised at my being .present, but Mr. and that in March, 1876, when Pompeii oath
Chronio
Mosquito
Stoddart said, “That’s all right.” Mr. was threatened with another burial. In
Vanderbiltsaid, “I want you to control June of last year sand and ashes were
many
no one who baa need It but oontinuea to do ao, many
the old man, a? yp£ .have power over carried ns far os Rome. But, in point aUtln* If It waa Ten Dollar*a Bottle they would noth*
withoutIt, Thousand*of Oeftifioatea
can ba seen at
him, and he believes in vou. I want
"1*0 f 1U wonderful furatlra proper^
of hutaan sacrifice,ancient times stand
you to influence him so ne will think alone. When the elder Pliny perished, 5‘£D,£il bTfhS'itttTiWcur
it. New
Murrar •treat.''
New York.
more of me.” “I don’t know about the number of victims was 200,000; and
that,” said Mr. Stoddart. “I -will let
the time was when the slightestwarnyou know about that to-morrow.”
ing from the summit of the volcano was
The next day we met him at the same a signal for general consternationand
place, and Mr. Vanderbilthanded Mr.
terror.— Veto York HerahL
Stoddart a roll of bilta Mr. Stoddart
counted them, and said: “That’s all
Helen Tracy, plajing the heroine in
right and satisfactory.Now I am ready
“ The Gilded Age,” in Cincinnati,tried
- CELEBRATED
for business”
to
shoot
the
villain, but the pistol
William H. then said : “I want yon to
wouldn’t shoot. The predicament was
call on the old man at his oflice, and say
awkward. She clubbed the pistol, and
to him you have a message from his
walked up to the rascal and banged huh
dead wife now in the spirit world. Tell
on the head .with the handle. He
him the message was to make his will
dropped dead. But, when she started
in favor ol WiUiiuu H., and. also. impress
back in affected horror and cast the pison the old man, that all the rest of the
tol upon the floor, the thing went off
A SURE RELIEF FOR THE SUFFERER.
children hatelhim.,,
close to her feet, making her yell with
Mr. Stoddart called on the Commofright.
dore next day and told him as directed.
A Health-DefttroylngVapor
It was also agreed that William H. was
to come in at the moment and say: “I In generated by the action of the Bun’s rays
upon damp, decaying vegetation,stagnant
also have a message,” but the Stoddarts
pople, and marshy, low-lyingtract*. The true
were not to recognize hifn. Mr. Stod- nature of this miasma is by no means clearly

THE YANDERBILTS.

A

LIVE MTOCK COaiitllrtMION.
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PRODUCE
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-ta
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dig
DID JLR.

to do the business, as all the other chil-

dren hated the Commodore, and wished

him dead. The Commddoro appeared
a
to be very much excited,! and said:
“William qbaU.bave alj.”! He then
drank a glass of water. Mr. Stoddart
The, Heart is a delicate organ and
then came out of the trance, and Will- must be kept in perfect health that the blood
iam H. entered at the moment. Mr. may circulate properly and promote the growth
Stoddart exclaimed: “Who is that? of every organ of the1body; therefore,if you
have any symptoms -Of Heart Disease, do not
That is the man I saw in the trance.” delay, but procure a suitableremedy, such as
The Commodore seemed greatly sur- we offer you in Dr. Graves’ HEART REGUprised, and William H. said he had also LATOR, and arrest the diseaao—delay is always
received a spirit message.
Some two days afterward the witness
and her husband saw the Commodore
at his offloe. The Commodore said that
he would do as directed by the spirit,
and would make his will in favor of
William H.,\and make him his successor. The Cqmmodpre repeated this several times. I The last time the witness
apd Mr. Stoddart saw the Commodore
was in January, 1875. She could not
say how much was in the roll of bills
given her husband by William H. There
were fifties, tens and fives in it. She
always believed there were about $1,000
in the rolL : in
P'71 - IF
nti - ;
1
SettoaUtar Under Chloroform.

Unprecedented in Inability.

,

tin
thtflnany
forms of Heart Diseaseare
EnlargementSpasms of the Heart,
Stoppage of the Action 0/ the Heart, Trembliiig
all over and about the Heart, Ossification or

IMlspiel

.

oltetii 111

handsomest.

Ever offered

AND

to the public.
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ST.

CURES
KLESH WOrXDS,FROZEN limbs, salt rheum, chilblains,
SORE BREAST, SORE UTS, ERTStrELAS, RI SO WORMS,
CALLUSES, SCALD HEAD, CHAPPED HANDS,
BURNS, ! j
FELONS,
ULCERS,
SHINULES,

CANCERS,

PILES,
ESS, ' FRECKLES,
BUNIONS, SPRAINS,
BITES, CUTS,
WHITLOWS
WARTS,
BUSTERS, TAN.
PIMPI.ES, corns, SCUHVT,
BOILK,

CENTS A BOX. BY MAIL
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HAW HORSE

I esn saw More saw
lots or cord wood thaaj
any 4 men.

I

BEND FOB BiJISLB COPY.

1

This UGHTNINO SAW HORNE If)
• woaderfal Inventloa.Tho waif hi «f

SMITH OHSIR CO.

First Established ! Mast Sacoessfall

THEIR INSTRUMENTS

huvo a standard

thm
man who is sawing dost one- half ad tfc»
work. It will saw logs of an/ slsa. It wilt

saw

off

a

free.

2 Toot log tn 2 minutes. ClrealanAddress, W. GILES, M. Louis, Kre.

value lu all the

LEADING MARKETS
op The World!
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IN TONE.
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80,000

In use. New Designsconstantly.

WORLD
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lowest prices.
49" Bend for a Catalogue.
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ONWARD

L 0. E.vf.rsoh’s
! a new
Singing Schools, fully equal to any'ever
for um. 08 pagea of tnitructiona, 601 page*
80 pages of Sacred Music.
76 cents ; $7.50 par dozen.

THE best
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J.

E3TET&
OO.
BHATTLEBORO, VT.

ET Send

for Illustrated

rnuo*. Sacred Quartettes,

MAKE HENS LAY.
An ItaglhhVetertiisry Burgsea and Obemlefnow
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ha* a

Chorus

Book
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An* eoUctloo of Oborasaa.

REQUIEM

W. O. Perkins'

Price, 10

u s asw snd eon-

Hymns and Tune* for

Funeral

oeau.

'Rend tor OaUlogseeeontainingthe description*
other exoellentbook* for Cboin or Singing
Established1883.

OLIVER DIT80N A
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CO., Boston.
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Rums and Scalds,
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lately incurable until Dr. Albeit Dunlap,

an accomplished physician,undertook a
thorough examinationof the disease. After
study and many experiments, he anneunced hie now celebratedremedy,

much

THE

EUBEU

SPEW.

The success sf this remedy has been wan
derful. It has saved the hoye from the
cholera wherever used.
Mr. O. IF. Hardesty, of Canton, IU., had
a lot of sick hogs. Me bought soma of the

HUBBKA HPMCIFIC, amd, FOLLOWING
DIHBCTIONH CABBPUlLT, SAVED
EVERY HQQ. Be highly commends it,
andeayei *1

have no interest 4n the matter
personal to myself, but having tested 4hs
remedy, and seen <*i tested by others, 1

KNOW
MAGICLAKPSI KBOW
AND

\

,

box

j

j,

Flesh Wounds, „
External Poisons,

.

Sand Cracks,

Foundered Feet,

Roup

In Poultry, .,
CracT
Acd Heels, .
Epizootic,

Galls of nil kinds,
Lame Hack,
Sitfast,Ringbone,
Hemorrhoids or PRts,
Poll Evil,
LpTootiwchc,
Swellings, Tunfdrt, Rheumatism,
frtffjctjnCows,

,

u_

MENMmS*.
aJCRAPH

Ping

111

‘Mir
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Hands,

Chopped
It t» ertimated that the farmer* of thie
country have loit

had none, aud I was ‘alone in the dark.’
I feffa
on
did not
strike uteofl, the surgeons ‘hand,’ but
merely as an external restraint) keeping
me ..down,, and this was the last straw most reliable preventiveof that dreaded
mall. StowellACo.
Maas.
Clkde me give Wntietfast definite scfriu^o, cohsumptioivDruggists «dl| ftp. [
thing (Kmell, sound,, sight or touch) I
-A man recentlyasked, in a drug store,
remejnbered outside my own body. Ih- for a box of rough diamonds, but
Htantly
no such remedi
on Idox. cards fur 85 cts.; 8 dos. Wett Aadjtetai* to
gist found that;
Mar>m
b; ‘
Purgative Pit
t’s the
air-call dt
only fit name for ’em.’
MASON AHAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
an awful pressure. In their struggle
the benefit .of our readers Wt
they seemed to tear away from one antic.: At Paris, 1H87: Vienna. 1878; Santiago,1871;
thit week, % sure cure for oolidor
ooliotor belly
b
other in. ifl directions,aud thece waa
Philadelphia, 1878; Paris, 1678 and Grand Swedish
horeee. To one bottlfiJofimon's Ano- Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organa arer award
universalracking
meanLiniment add name quantity of hiolaaRes •d highesthonors at any such. Sold for cash or install.
time the common f6e, in the , shape of and dame quantityof water, aud pour down the
now l
this iron pressure, kept settling down horse's throat
ORO
with piore and more irresistible might
CHEW t
r;
into every hook and crevice of the scene.
I ' The Celebrated
My consciousnesswas now about this
“Matchless”
Wood Tag
I waq not aware of anything but an isoTobaooo.
lated: scene of torture, pervaded by a
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
e.T. MILLIGAN.
hitherto-unknownsense of terror (and
New York, Boston and Chicago.
by what I have since learned is called
A Favorable Notoriety.— Tlje good
‘the unity of consciousness;’this never
DR. CRAIG’S
deserted the scene, even down to the reputation of *Iirouk'»Bronchial Troches,” for
very last inaudible heart-beat). Yet I tho relief of Coughs, Colds and Throat diseases,
call it a ‘scene,’because I recognized has given them a favorablenotoriety. 25 cts. a
some differentparts of my body, 'and
felt tha* the pain in one part was dot
To cleanse and whiten (be teeth, to sweeten
the same as that in another. Mean- the breath, use Brown's Camphorated Saponawhile, along with the increasedintensity ceous Dentifrice.Twenty-fivecents a bottla

torture,

MW

Sprains and Bruises
Chilblains,Froat Hites, Striiigl alt, Windballa,
Scratches or Grease, Foot Rot in Sheep, > ,

Gimaa, Novelties, Ao. Agent* wanted.VLJ. IUldwih
A Co, HA Naaaau St.P.O. Box 417B, New Yo*k.
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collectionof
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|A YKAR. Haw to Make It Awdyate*
lQmd$. COE A TOHQE, atfraW>tolU.
Address

CtUiegM*

book

for Choirs, contains a large and admirable collection of
Anthema. which fit perfectly to the Rplsoopal Service,
but are of tha beat quality for any aerrloe. Also a large
number of
Chant*.
$L16; or $18.00 per dosea.

con-. Festival

SETH W*FOWLEA80N8, *
80 HARRISON AVENUE, n
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copies to on* address, $7.50 pai
Ivanoe.
annum Ikldl

been- accorded, by leading medical
A
men in various parts of the country,to Dr. day with oar 4 foot
AtJ<GEB.
a sufWm. Haul's Balsam fan the Lusdd
Book free.
W. OILED, fit. Louis,
llfl efficacy
cacy in
in 'eradicating
diseases of the breathing organs. These genby ihl* terrible ditease. Many patent nostlemen have thoroughly tested the remedy, aud
month-Bmallsalarywhile learning.Situationfur- trumo hare been imposed upon the public
their concurrent testimony is to the effect that nished. Address RVslentlne.ManagerJuiesiille.Wla.
under the pretention that they ttould cure
it is a positive specific for lung, bronchial and
the disrate, but in utmost all eaeee they have
throat affections of every description,and a
proved failure*. The disease seemed abso*

tigM
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CENTS.

TO PEDDLER8, STOREKEEPERS,

(fl»A a day to Agents to
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Any Rook nailed post free

A Safe,
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for QuartetteOholrt, baa a moat musical oollaotlonof
hew pieces by tha moat popular aatbois,sad provide*
about one nsw ona for every Sabbath tn tbs year.
Boards, $8.00; Cloth,

Three dozen Boxes (1-4 groa*), will be
sent

Pv

n use— regularly In corporal ad Mf*.
America— over 18,000In
48-papu CATALOGUE FHEF-. on (luptatloMof Nsw York Market New _
O*.— Ptanna rent on trial—
‘
RatealW. Oriutuatesaaalated to ritnaMona. A
MvwnFrasnwv P»*»-n
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I nth Street. N7Y
recaivad any week-day. Refer to Patrons and
In hearty every oily and
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ITCH, INGROWING NaILB, NETTLE RASH. MOSQUITO AND
FLEA BITES,SPIDER STINGS,
And all cutaneous diseases and eruptions generally.
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t ig cad jamUg. The beat to t
aver made. As our line atrip trade-markIs tloaaty

MADE ONLY BY

mAh
James’ army. Through its afrency he cured thousands of the most serious sores and wounds that
bafllcd the skill of the most eminent physicians of
his day, and was regardedby all who knew him
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QUICKEST SELLING,

Made and

H., for a pamphlet containinga list of testimonials of enree, eta
The HEART REGULATOR is guaranteed to

„

the chair, and then suddenly became

BROAD CLAIM

tit

In

of

VEST BEST OPEBATTNQ,

Bony Formationof the Heart, Rheumatism, DRUGGISTS, (expre*Mge paid), on receipt
General Debility and Sinking of- the Spirits. •1 84,00— aboat eleven cent* a box.
Send your name to F. E. Inoalls, Concord, N.

and ScientificCure !— The
ented sale
of this world-renowned mediothe proves inoontestlhly that no remedy has superseded the use
of this reliable Tonio. No spleen has been
..
found so hard as not to yield to its softening
iuflaenoe, and no liver so hypertrophied as not
to give up its long-retainedbillions secret ions,
“I begun to be terrified to ana no Chill or fever has yet refused to fall
such a wonderful ’ extent as I would into line. Whiklock, Finlay A Co., Proprietors, Now Orleans.
never before have guessed possible. I
Fob sale by all Dbdooihtr.
made an involuntary effort to get out of

nr

Economy

Unexcelled in

1

SCALDS,
SOUS,
t>
W0UKD8,
BTINOS,
FESTERS, WENS,

$1000

to

Addnas BAXTER A CO., Bankara, 17

1

Unsurpassed in Constrnctlon.

dangerous.

Among

$10

Unparalleled In Simplicity.

’

a

a

bargaina. Beatty, Washington, K.JL

Unrivalled in Appearance.
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Commodore’s dead wife. Mr. Stoddart
said the spirit told the Commodore to
make his will in favor of William H., as
he was the only one to be depended on

mWaah’aSu.Boaton.W,
1.AM

understood,but there aro two facte ;iu relation

dart said: “There is the spirit of
an elderly lady around me.” It was the

ABEKTS^S
NewYoA.

WANTED
swrwv -^Mo,iTOKOl>jSMWoaM,CutcuyTi>0—
WOUU,UKCUU^n,UBMb

SALVE

to it that aro. The first is, that the periodical
fevers which it breeds aro of the most virulent
type; the second is, that these maladies aro
rarely cured, although they may lx) ameliorated, by the ordinaryremedies employed to overcome them. The true antidote to the effectsof
miasma is Hostc tier’s Btmnach Bitters. This
modicine is one of the most popular romedios
of an ago of successful proprietaryspecifics,
and is in immense demand wherever, on this
continent, fever and ague exists. A wine-glassful throe times a day is the best possible premalariousatparativo for encountering
mosghorc, regulating the li vor, and invigorat-

NEWfor
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dart then went into a trance.
While in the* trance, Mr. Stod-
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KIDNEY CURE!

IT TO BB A GOOD TRINQ* 1
IT WILL PBBVBNT DUN ASM
CUHB THE MOO CMOLBBJL

„ “As far as 1 gm able to tell, the hpeetflo is
unlike any other preparationfor the disease of swine. Dr. Dunlap is • scientific
man, os the Mpecific goes to prove.

t*I advUe farmers to keep a
of the remedy on hand at

Abcess of the Udder, Cramps,

%XU‘”
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SL&lf’&ES

is the standi
Liniment of the United . States. Large size,
ii; medium, joc; smau, sec. Small size 8m
family saej ajc. Manufactured at LockpcsV
N. Y,, Merchant'sGarglingOil Company.

VenAaat’sGanrllag Oil

JOHN HODGE,

0ec*y.

JAPONIFlEp;
Ii

the Old Bslinbto ConeeBtratod L

j*

FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKING.
IT JS

FULL WEIGHT AND BTRXNQTB.

. Tha market to flooded with (aoczlled)Oonoeotostod
Is*, which Is adulterated with aalt and roain, smd rnsfS

makstoap.

BATE

KONZt', 'AND

BUT TBB

SaponifueR

MADE BY THE
Pennsylvania Salt MariuTg
PHILADELPHIA.
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1TEW FIRM!!

(Siflluma.
Soiling

Cm—

system of soiling,I thought

it

best to

G.

wait

when

I finished

som, though four
eight

l'6et

it

high. This

I fed to

year as

'

which I find increases every

it,

Crockery,
Flour

Etc., Etc.

it

each

day. 1 do not think

it well to

keep my cows too closelystabled, but turn
them out six or eight hoars daily.

Come and

My

My

Spring rye

to feed yet; I do* not

-

is

feed it

keep a reserve force,
and this is orchard grass, which has just
begun to head. I fed it to-day for the
first time this year. For assisting in soiling it is an excellent grass, and as my land
is

rather light,

it

good growth before dry weather arrives. Last Spring I seeded down a small
piece of land with orchard grass, with
some clover; these all blossom together,
and I expect by the middle of June to
have them in the burn, made into hay. I
shall put in about three acres of Hungarian, but this I shall make into hay. I
have put

in three lots of corn to feed

first on the 4th

—the

green

the middle of June, if not later; but

to

as I propose

report

my

progress from

tnakd

be asked which I shall answer as I go
along.— [Thos. Whitaker, Hillside

Farm,

Mass.

'
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Cheap Cash Store of
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A

Virginia correspondent stales that “a

aq much

salt

A.

,

IN A

FOR

CONCtNTNATEO FORM,

and

€on«ii in pi ion. (ninrrii, llionchllis.
Aatlmaa.^iurvoiuitu**, Acc„ Ac., Ac,

action on the

161 J offer son Avenue, DETROIT.
FOR HALF HV ALL MtlWfllHTH.

ERRORS

given

t°hfe

BOHAN

-

CHAMBERS &

NO. 08

Add: OSS with two 8c

,0
*
J. P.

tlnd

poatag*

envelope.

IffOTOTAH", bgd:nsburg,

jure them; and that if used in moderation,
neither sugar nor candies were prejudicial
to the teeth pr health of young children or

grown

persons; that there

was more or

less sugar in all vegetable food, but, as
concentrationswere liable to abuse,

wc

advised that they should be taken at regu-

lar1 meals.

The

Charleston,8.
sions of M.

C.,

Lam:

Medical Journal of

thus

slates

the conclu-

1st. Refined

sugar in-

jures teeth, either by immediate contact,
or by gas developed in the

stomach. 2d.

That a tooth soaked in sugar water In-

comes Jelly-like, from the sugar combining with the lime of the tooth.— [flafft
Journal of Health.

Kkep your house-plantsfree from dust,
washing

off the leaves of

of

New

Free Lunch every Morning.

York,

British America,

N

Underwritten of
Fund of

Firemans’

Y.

Cal.

Orient of Hartford, Conn.

Roger Williams, R.

J.

i

Extra Lunches prepared

at

all hours.

We represent the above reliable Fira Insurance
Companies, In this City, with a total capital of over
$12,000,009.

WM. LIECHNER.
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BESTS;!

Grand Rapids, Mioh.

at half paat four o'clock In the afternoon, tn
Liber No. 8 of mortgages,on pave 887; and w hicii
mortgage was duly asalirnedby the said Louisiana
P. Platt to Robert W. Duncan by her deed of as
•Ignment, dated the fifth day of January,A. D.
1877, and recorded In the Register'soffice aforesaid, on the seventeenth day of September,1878,
ft half past four o’clock, in the afternoon, In
Liber No. 4. Aaalgnment of Mortgages, cn page
418; on which mortgage there ia claimed to be due at
the date hereol the earn of three thousand two hundred aad four dollars and forty-nine cents, and no
suitor proceeding having been instituted at law to
recover the debt now remaining secured by said
jnortgage.or any part thereof;Notice is therefore
hereby given, that by virtueof said power of sale and
pursuant to statute In inch case made and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a
sale at public vendue of the mortgaged premlat-s
theiNjin described, to-wit: Ail of the lollowlng describedtends lying in the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, to-wit: the sonth-east quarter
of the south-westquarter of sectionflveio township five north of isnge fifteenwest, containing
forty acres, accordingto the return of the Surveyor General,also the north-west quarterof the
eonth went quarter of sectioneight in township
numbered five north of range numbered fifteen
west, containingforty acres, be the same more or
lees, according to Government Snrvey: and also
the north-east quarter of the north-weet quarter of
lection eight in township five north of range fifteen
west, containingforty acres, accordingto the return of aald SurveyorGeneral, and also the southtulf of the north west quarter and eaat half of the
south-westquarter of sectioneight In township
five north of range fifteen weet, containingone
hundred and sixty scree, accordingto the returns
of the Surveyor Generalaforesaid; together with

trade.

.

,

The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
Son’s Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAU,
J.

Holland. July

14,

T
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d ,!l oroccap,‘Uon while under hla twat-

tfM^wllh DUesaea of

tha?
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ahandon hope

n t>D’ r*M0D>ble In chargee, and

geraniums,ivies, the heredltamen'aand appurtenances thereunto

“UM.

terms.

Price in sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay,
clearlyderoonstiatcs. from a thirty years’ snccess
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abmemay be radically cored wltbont the dan
gerous use of internal medicine or the application
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of Cure at otic*'
simple, certain and effectual,by means of which
every sofferer, no matter what his condition roav
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and radi-

0T

“Gem'

Holland.Mioh

FALL AND

Millinery

§

Sent nnder seal, In a plain envelope, to any an
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

ninmimiu
41

Au

St.,

Hi* tirl; Post OfficeBox.iMC.

WINTEE.

1878.

Pancy Dry Goods,

And

a

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Standard Trimmings, Bonnets, Hats, Fealhers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, and Bllkfi.

A

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

The

largest

and finest variety of Worsted Goods.

Gloves and Hosiery of

all colors

and

sizes,

Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

'

ssr

Ac.

0r*

MANLY D HOWARD.

Holland.

1878.

I

This Lactare should be in the hands af
every youth and every tnan in the land.

anthorlaed to sell the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

the Eyes,

^ Hln’. *nd 8l!
trooW®i* with any ailment or Inconvenience of any name or nature, are invited to call and

‘“nfiSW rr.

AM

Just published, ‘Shew edition of
CULvXX WILL’S CILIUAT1B IS
rar/icol rt/r<?(w thoutroed
icine) of Spermatorrhoea
or Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotuncy, Mental and Physical Incapacity,Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consnmption, Epilepsy and Firs induced by self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance.
>< L.

cally.

VAN ZOEREN.

1876.

TUG FOR SALE.

',a8^,e• h,m 10 k"0* tbe
canae and the remedy needed. He never Injured a
human being by exceselre drugging, or deitr yed
Ji.
e*Pe,hn6nt and It la not necessary to

26- tf

yWf/MPB.

the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Bansages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them alth part of their

Haa become wldelv known as the on, y competent and reliabletraveling Physician. Ula reputaUon has been acouired by honest, fair dealing at,d
years of successfel practicein the treatmentof all
Chronic Diseaaee and Deformitiesas a specialty.
Does not claim to he Infallibleor to knoweverything, or to cure everybody; but does claim that a
large and extensive practice and unparalleled suecere, as ; vldence to sustain It, le the beet proof of
a physician a skill. He treateannually from five to
•ix thousand persons. ExperienceIs worth everything. Knowledge gained from treating and curing

&

JJt L.'U BAYou the

The undersigned announces to

or in anywise appertaining;at the front ^ion fits, Modi cine* Cash, don’t ask for credit
peltrgoWmns,etc., at least once a week, belonging
door of the Coprt House of said Ottawa County, In
BE AT
as dust is the greatest enemy house-plants the city of Grand Haven in said county, an Monday the sixteenth day of DeoembsF&tt, HOLLAJtD, City Hotel, the evening of the
have. In repotting, clean the pots *Wll at two o’clock In the afternoon, to pay the sum due
rntbVr
,1,7 Sp m
said mortgage with Interest and costa.
before using again; soak them well, or oniim<j
Hated, Grand Havin, September twentieth, A.
they will absorb all the moisture from the D.^S
ifrc
ROBERT W. DUNCAN, Atrifnee qf Mortgage.
plant.
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pure sugar and candies,'having no residue*

P.BOOT.

land, August 9, 1878.

it.

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Mortgage Sale.

signment called L. P. Middleton) by

could not by lodgment about the teeth, in-

„

Holland, Mich., August 7th, 1878.
yon can engage In. $5 to $-20
per dar made by any worker ol either
eltnt
•ex, right In their own localities. Particulars.and samples worth $5 froie. Improve your
spare time at this business. Address
Ad<
Stinson A
Co.. Portland. Maine.
3-1 v

again laid down in grass.— V- eignmenL dated the seventeenthday of October,
A. D. 187», and recorded in the Register's office
7. Tribune.
aforesaid, on the seventeenth day of September.

stated that

Tobacco and Cigafa, Candies, Nuts,
and a full line of staple Groceries can always be found at

Insurance Notice.

CANAL STREET,

s

is

number it was

-

Wm. LEICHNER

St. Lonls, Mo.

m

In a previous

BOOT,

P.

H

CO.

has become operative:which mortgage was duly

Sugar and Teeth,

AT

CHURCH.

J. H.

Cash by

He pectfully soliciting a share of yonr trade,
nvited to call and >-oe for yourself.

in the City.

case should be lorn up wiih the plough assigned by the said Anson H. Platt to Louisiana
and subjectedto a course of other crops P. Middleton, now Louisiana P. Platt (in said asit

for

DKjAFT yo

OUST

The finest Restaurant

meadow

before

Is offered to the Public and will be sold Cheap

this Store.

Agent Wanted.

having been made In the conditions
of a certain mortgage executed by Albert B.
measures should not, however, lead any Tucker and Mary B. P. Tucker,bis wife, to Anson
H. Platt (in said mortgage called A. 11. Platt) dated
one to pasture cattle on any
on the first day of January.A. D. 1889. and recorded
in the ofllce of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa
which the disease has developed in suc- County, State of Michigan, on the thirtiethday of
cessive years. Such land should, if possi- January,A. D. 1869. at eight o'clock in the afternoon. In Liber O of mortgages, on page 223,224and
ble, be thoroughly drained, and in any 2tt, by which the power to
in said mortgage

daily. The temporary success of such

ALWAYS

TheT>est
’he nest book ever published
publisl
on Romanism Contributed bv

the ablest Divines of ihediflerent
Denominations. Illustratedwith
Fine Steel Engravingsof Bishops
Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
contributors.We being the Publishers, and employing no middlemen are able to give direct to
Canvassersthe largest commissions. Sell Rapidly. For terms and circulars. Address,

increasing secretion. For calves of six
be

GROCERIES

Home

kidneys, and as counteractingplethora by

months the quantity named might

Choice Stock

OppositeH. Meyer A Co’a furniture Store.

Catholic

growth of fungi as helping to carry off
its

One Dollar.

t>ir nrifiniil rrdtwof OR. BILL,
and tolJ b, W. JOHNSTON k CO.,

I
TheundersttU' d, m u.d eiin-dprvsician, haw
Be been penn-m i.uv u d o the much dreaded
disease Coii«iiitiimoM,nv a a ni| Me remedy,
“ anx ou* io ra .ke kimmi in ins titow-eufleren

as unfavorableto the

hurtful products through

- -

Mortgagee.

LAGER LEER

whsthir la

Prepar'-'t
from

CONSUMPTION CURED

exerting some protec-

tive influence,alike

ud

4100(111111.

MALE OR FEMALE.
Pi’loc, -

as a calf would lick up,

of its

_

ami Mexnal Organa,

CLUETINGH.

proved a satisfactory preventive of black- leg, when tried in his
neighborhood.This is a somewhat harsh
dual in its undiluted state, but if the
calvA can be got to lick il there can be
doubt

finest Saloon
the City.

The Celebrated Cincinnati

18

Obstruction of the Urine,
all DiNtawc* or the Urlnarj

Ho BuUrr of how l.mi

1878.

BIGNELL.

t

Diseases of the Sidneys A Bladder,

Muskesoiv, Sept. 8 1875.

the means o co.e. To a.i who desire it, he will
ariid a iopv 0- .i*e piw»*r pi oi. us. d, rroe •!
Charire, with (V .ti.oi.soi piepiulng tod
it)!, the snni'uWiuii wi» in- it u d s sure cure lot

one o'clock in the afternoon,

Lowing A Cross, Attorneys for Mortgagee.
3iM3w

CONTAINING

BOOKBINDING!

twic^ a week,”

little

,

ai

of said day, to pay the sum due on said mortgage
with interestnuii costs includiugan attorney fee
of twenty five dollarsprovided form said mortgage.

Cabs^Jonijer&S® of Nitre

teaspoooful of spirits of turpentine stirred
in

cember, 1878,

THOMAS H.

hour before each mea), and two hours after

doses of carbolic acid are not to be re
commended,and for small or young horses
the maximun dose should not exceed one

-

-

Henry Weirich

Dated, Grand Haven, August 26.

Exertions, Gleet, Stricture,

heavy, draught horse. Larger

WEIRICH’S

P.

The

Gonorrhea,Weaknesses, Over-

a

indufilry.
1877.

GRAND RATIDS, MICHIGAN.

The ppdersignedwishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that beinc at
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangetneal bail, or preferable, to avoid its caustic ments with Mr. D. K. Mecngs,at Holland, at whose
store, on Rivet street,all job work for binding can
action, in solution in water— two drachms be left. I have pnrehaseda new and completeline
of the acid in two pints of waier. it of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.

ject is

4,

of

Mortgage

given in Hnsetkl

a

you order, and pat-

home

Holland, Mich., October

HARRINGTON.

the

should be followed by

Cheap Cash

'

may be

it

call before

ronize your

cement, always on hand at the

ing loose in the small intestines.The

the third dose

1

Prices Low.

49-ly

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

W

a

pint of raw linseed oil-a quurt, if the sub

everywhere.

/

following describedLots In the City of
Holland, I will sell at the followinirprices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6. Block 0. West Addition$
Store
GkJAN PUTTEN & SONS.
each ; Lot 19, Block 8. Lot 6, Block II, Booth
Holland, Aug. 17, 1878.
Addition$176 each. Lots 1, i, 3. 1, 6 A 6 in Block
1. Li I*.
'
ON DRAUGHT A,T
E. J,
25, as organised plat near the .4. L. 8. depot at
waek In you own town. $5 outfit free, $4» each, except Lots 1 <b 2 which are $80(1 each.
Read. If
- yon want a business Also 6 lots West of First avenue at$125each. The
risk. Reader,
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
Sale.
> At which personsot either sex can make
great pay all the time they work, write for particu- the following Lots \ 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14, in Block pvEFAULT having been made In the conditions
E, Lots 2, 4, 5 and i In Block H. The above will
lars to U.Hallitt A Co., Portland, Maine.
L/ of a certain mortgsge bearing date the First
No. 104 Monroe Street,
be sold on long credit and smalt payments down.
list) day of July, A. D. 1873. given by MargaretJ.
Apply to,
Munger. then of the towu of Grand Haven, Ottawa
County. Michigan,to Thomas H. Blgnell. <f the
M.D. HOWARD.
same place,ana recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa County. Michigan,the 1st
day of July, 1872, In Liber X of Mortgages, on
page 425; and upon which mongage there Is
now claimedto bo due at the present date for
principal and interest the sura of one hundred and
All kinds of Ready Made Shirts— ineleven dollars and fifty-five cents ($111.55),and no
suit or proceedingat law or equity having been In
cluding Fine White Shirts, from 85c to
stitnted to recover said debt or any part ihereof;
Now. therefore.Notice is hereby given, that by virof Cigars
$1.75; Sailors’Blue Flannel, Hickory and
tue of a power of sale contained In said mortgage and the Statute In snch case made and proLiquors.
Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the finest
vided. the said mo tgsge will be foreclosed by a
sale at public vendue of the mortgaged premises,
lot of neckties and collars, includingthe
describediu said mortgage,to-wit: All that cer
lain piece or parcel of land situate and being In Lunch from 1 0 to 1 1 o’clock a. m.
the County of Oi taw* and State of Michigan, and
described as fpllows,to wit: commencing fifty rodHENRY WIERICH.
west from the south-east coruer of aectTon eleven
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
(11)
town
(7)
north
of
range
•‘xteen
(16)
west
and
with a patent duplex curve, etc., etc., too
22- 3m
running north eighty rods, thence we«t forty rods,
COMPOUND
EXTRACT
OFv^P
thence
south
eighty
rods,
thence
ea*<t
forty
rods
to
numerous to mention, at tiie
place of beginning,containingtwenty acres of
A Fresh Block of
land, at the front door of the Conn Douse, in the
city of Grand Haven, in said Ottawa County. Michigan, on Saturday, the 14th day of De-

U

should be given on an empty stomach au

-- -

Work Warranted and

All

Give me a

.I

1 can nuke money faster at work for no than at
An inquiring ffiead is informed that in
anything else. Capital not reqoirtd;we will
Ktart yos. SW per day at home made by the
some experiments on the horse, large
induatrlous.Men, women, boys and girl* wan'ed
doses of carbolic acid, amounting to four everywhere to wont for ns. Now ia the time.
outfit and terms free. Address Truk A Co.,
drachms; given three times
day in balls Costly
Aufcnsta, Maine.

greater part were found after death, float-

--

rpHE

1

crystalline acid

The Gray Medicine Co.,

FOR SALE.

be relied upon.

E. J. Harrington.

the

CEMETERY WOJRK

wood, and Stovewood, Akron

Sots and Black-Leg.

of linseed mt-al, apparently caused
detachmentof the bots, of which

of

Saltan Linen Collar

articles

short, and probably some questions may

all kinds

and

continue to plant corn about in this order

time to time, 1 shall

And

A

of May, another on

the 12th, and another on the 18th. I shall

till

MONUMENTS

No. 10 Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
$3F“Soldin Hollandby Heber W’alsh and by all

$Q6£o

copes early and makes a

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

of

.

GRAND HAI/EN, MICH.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

it heads

out; but I always

____

treating these specialdiseases.
-IN STONE.
Full particulars In mfr pamphlets, which we
I
keep
constantly
on baud the best kind of
desire to send free by mall to every one.
The Specific MedicineIs sold by all Druggirta at Block, and also a nice varleO of designs. Letter
ing done In the English, Hollandand German Ian
$1 per package, or six packagesfor $5. or will be
guagea, aa desired.
sent by mill on rcelpt of the money by address
lug

not ready

till

LUCE,

Manufacturerof

in

Druggists

PRICESARE LOW.

they have had about half a bushel brewer's

SEVENTH STREETS.

H. R.

dm

WASHINGTON STREET

fresh-cut every time; in addition to this

A

i

unfuillngcure for

Vision,Premature Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to Insanity. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a rule are
caused by deviatingfrom the path of natnreand
over indulgence. The Kpectflc Medicine Is the re
suit of a life atudy and many years of experienct

Warehouse & Office on

show goods.

rye I feed three times a day, and generally

grain daily.

—

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

see for yourself, no

trouble to

1

ti

(Near the Allegan Depot.)

RofnwTnpLLi Abuse; as Loss
' w^itefore Takingof memory, Uni-AfterTaking.

& Feed.

from the cows the few hours they occupy

0

j

CORNER FISH

t

kinds of-

*

is fertilised by the droppings

it

all

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated
Lager Beer.

Groceries,

the range of a

II

ir i i j
1111(1 larHO ll OFIS.

rj

IT

au

ness, Rpermator*
rhea, Impotency
and all diseases
that follow as a
sequence on Self

ALSO

—

Hats & Caps,

I

in especially rec-YRADE Mi
ommeoded as
^

Smokers’ Fancy Articles. versal Lassitude.Pain In the Back. Dimness

Dry Goods,

hillside, an old river terrace; a littlegrass

grows on

•And

have Jnst received a large new stock of

-

Seminal Weak-

River Street,
We

Remedy

Specific Medicine

TRADEMARK,

our

was not in blos-

cows; they have had

VAN RUTTEN& SONS,

“

Wholesale Dealers

Burned ont by
b the late Fire we re-opened(n
iuw store Jast completed at our old stand on

such times as I could report as I advanced in feeding. To-day (May 22) I
have finishedfeeding Winter rye from a
ball acre of laud. 1 began on the 4th
of May, when it had just begun to head
till

out;

GRAY’S

A SeasonableRecord.

Having had quite a number of letters
making inquirieswith reference to my

The Great English

RADEKE & SON,

L.

&

S.

double
etc.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HO

El.

AND, MICH

